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Energy Efficiency Market Analysis and Economic Opportunity 
Assessment 

This report was commissioned by Scottish Enterprise to establish the scale and nature 
of market opportunities for Scottish businesses across energy efficiency sub-sectors 
within the retrofit market, both in the UK and internationally. 

 
Building on existing investigation and research undertaken by industry, academia and 
public sector partners, this report seeks to identify and confirm the innovations 
(product, process & business) driving the products and services in the domestic and 
non-domestic sectors. 

 
Note: heat pumps, associated tech and district heating are out of scope of the supply chain 
analysis. Focus on non-domestic is the public sector estate. 

 

Aim & Objectives 
 

The aim of the report is to describe the current state of play in the Scottish retrofit 
market including regulation and adoption of standards as well as identifying the drivers 
and barriers to change and the scale of demand focusing on economic opportunity for 
Scottish businesses. To achieve this, the following objectives have been carried out: 

 
1. Describe the nature of retrofit and size of market opportunity. 
2. Map out supply chains and products, innovation potential in services. 
3. Quantify potential demand and investment in retrofit market. 
4. Determine solutions for scale up. 

 
The project methodology is qualitative in nature and involved desk-based research, 
literature reviews, stakeholder surveys and online one-to-one interviews. This 
research methodology has been illustrated in Figure 1. A breakdown of the 
organisations and interviews can be found in Appendix B. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Research methodology. 

 

Case studies 

 
A list of potential case studies was created from primary research utilising our network 
of key stakeholder contacts as well as secondary research to expand the search as 
wide as possible. 

 
Limitations 
The availability and accuracy of up-to-date data in the housing sector is limited. 
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For example, the most recent Scottish Housing Condition Survey was published in 
2021, when it was incorporated into the Scottish Household Survey, with limited 
published data. Other potential datasets, such as Energy Performance Certificates 
(EPC) are only triggered by/sale rent of a property and are only valid for 10 years. A 
more holistic review of housing data in Scotland is required to represent the 2023 
market. 
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Executive Summary 
 

A successful retrofit strategy would result in warmer homes, reduced energy bills, 
better physical health for inhabitants, and an equitable sharing of the benefits and 
burdens of the energy transition. 

 
Scotland, with circa 2.6 million domestic properties, is on the frontline of a significant 
retrofitting challenge. Aiming to enhance energy efficiency standards, and progress 
towards a net-zero carbon future, with only 1% of the country's existing housing stock 
achieving an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating of A (denoting a high level 
of energy efficiency), the task is daunting. With around 79% of households still relying 
on gas central heating, the dependence on carbon-intensive heat sources is evident[1]. 

 

Domestic retrofit market 

 
Generally, the combined potential market for energy efficiency measures in social 
housing and private rented sectors has been estimated at £9.8 billion and for the 
owner-occupied sector £20.05 billion, in Scotland alone. This is driven by an aim for 
Energy Performance Certificate C or better by 2028. 

 

 
Note heat pump and installation costs vary from £5000- £15,000 on average depending on size of property and 

alterations (including changing pipes or location radiator) and are not included in these figures. 

 
 

Non-domestic retrofit market 
 

In Scotland, publicly owned non-domestic sector amounts to circa 23,000 properties. 
The Scottish Government plans to focus attention on difficult to treat buildings, such 
as hospitals, by allocating £200 million over 5 years to the Scottish public sector estate 
with the aim of reducing energy consumption through energy efficiency measure and 
installation of zero emissions heating systems. 

 
To ensure robust findings, the methodology for this report employed multifaceted 
research. An in-depth review of the existing retrofit market, regulatory landscape, 
national and international standards, policy documents, market reports and available 
academic research was undertaken. To develop projections for market scalability 
across different housing sectors, economic statistic calculations were carried out. 
Supply chains were analysed through industry reports, semi-structured stakeholder 
interviews, and case studies to spotlight innovation opportunities and inform our 
strategic recommendations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(median of insulation costs) 
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This research was enhanced through ongoing dialogue with industry experts, 
regulators, and practitioners, providing valuable first-hand insights into the retrofitting 
landscape. The findings were compiled and analysed to offer a comprehensive review 
of Scotland's retrofit industry, its growth potential, and identifies the key challenges 
and opportunities it faces. 

 
Key Findings 

 
The report finds that four key themes are prevalent to effectively scale up the retrofit 
industry in Scotland. These include; 

 
• the importance of a guaranteed pipeline to foster supply chain investment in 

skills, 

• product innovation, 

• service enhancements and 

• overcoming skill shortages. 

 
The skills shortage is identified as the most significant obstacle impeding the delivery 
of large-scale retrofit initiatives, thereby highlighting the need for enhanced 
competencies across the industry. 

 

There is a complex network of challenges that the retrofit sector currently faces. 
Addressing these issues could unlock substantial opportunities, with the primary 
challenges being product and service availability, skills gaps within the supply chain, 
accessible financing, and demand-side incentives. The report recommends a series 
of strategies designed to boost the retrofit market and encourage greener practices 
across multiple sectors in Scotland. 

 

There is a critical role for green finance and private investment in stimulating the retrofit 
market. Furthermore, it highlights the need for regulatory mechanisms for minimum 
energy efficiency targets in the private market, the definition of an "energy efficient 
retrofit," universally accepted retrofit standards, and the potential for large-scale, 
place-based retrofits. 

 
The implications of this report cut across all sectors, including government bodies, 
industry stakeholders, and individual citizens. Foremost among these is the need for 
a stable and predictable investment environment to propel the growth of the supply 
chain, calling for the creation of supportive government policies and industry buy-in. 
The report's identification of a skills gap calls for a coordinated response from 
educational institutions and industry players to build a workforce capable of tackling 
the retrofit challenge. 

 

Moreover, the report highlights the critical role of green finance in enabling retrofitting 
on a significant scale. It's a call to action for policy makers, financial institutions and 
investors to innovate and develop attractive financial models that drive retrofitting 
forward. The report also points to the importance of public awareness in driving 
demand for retrofits, suggesting the need for a collaborative approach to spread 
knowledge about the benefits of retrofitting. 
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In conclusion, achieving Scotland's ambitious climate goals and stimulating the growth 
of the retrofit sector necessitates a holistic, well-rounded approach. The path to a net- 
zero future requires a focus not only on innovation and financing but also on the 
development and refining of skills within the sector. This report provides a 
comprehensive, robust framework that Scottish Enterprise, the Scottish Government, 
and other relevant agencies can use to foster sustainable growth in the retrofit market. 
This combined effort will accelerate the journey towards a net-zero future, making a 
significant contribution to both local and global climate change mitigation efforts. 
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Introduction - state of play in Scotland. 

The Scottish Government has a legal requirement to achieve net-zero emissions by 
2045, with an interim target of reducing emissions by 75% by 2030. To do this, they 
have published the Heat in Buildings Strategy (HiBS) which outlines the steps Scottish 
Government will take to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from Scotland’s buildings 
and remove poor energy performance as a driver of fuel poverty [2]. It sets out a £1.8 
billion investment over the life of the current parliament to achieve zero emission 
buildings by 2045. At a sector level, the recent Climate Change Plan update requires 
a 68% reduction in emissions from Scotland’s building stock by 2030. Most of the 
buildings in Scotland will still exist in 2045 and so strategies to reduce energy use for 
heating and cooling must be delivered at scale. The overall ambition is for a large 
majority of domestic stock to achieve a ‘good’ standard of energy efficiency by 2030- 
2033, non-domestic public sector estate by 2038 with all remaining by 2045. The HiBS, 
published in October 2021, is the key policy document for the decarbonisation of 
existing buildings. 

 

Fabric first energy efficiency measures to reduce heat demand, are the first step 
required to successfully support the large-scale installation of low carbon heating 
systems. Often, the effectiveness of low carbon heating systems, and other energy 
saving measures, are curbed when installed into leaky buildings. Therefore, repair and 
maintenance measures such as, installation of insulation, upgrading of windows, 
airtightness and ventilation should be prioritised in a retrofit programme. 

 

Energy Efficiency Measures in domestic retrofit addresses both climate change and 
fuel poverty obligations, delivering social and environmental benefits. In addition, 
significant economic opportunity exists within energy efficiency for domestic and non-
domestic for new products, services, and skills. A 2018 report estimated that for every 
£100m spent in this sector supports approximately 1200 jobs[3]. 

 

There is no current Scottish or UK government approved definition of an energy 
efficient retrofit or energy demand target for existing buildings. However, the Scottish 
Government has committed to introducing new regulation and standards. For example, 
as part of the Scottish Governments Heat in Buildings Strategy (HiBS), the domestic 
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) system, used for measuring energy efficiency, 

is currently under reform, which was consulted upon in Summer 2021[4]. 
 

A major challenge exists for the energy efficiency market in terms of the variety of skills 
and training required within energy efficiency (EE) job roles. EE installers do not have 
have dedicated titled apprenticeships, however, there is the opportunity to upskill the 
existing workforce to bridge the current skills gap. The multi-skilled nature of this role 
is challenging given the current apprenticeship model as there are multiple cross-trade 
certifications required to ensure compliance. 

 

Similar to the EPC consultation, the Scottish Government have also been consulting 
on proposed improvements to a number of topics relating to the energy and 
environmental performance of buildings which has demonstrated clear consensus to 
set long term energy efficiency targets[5]. The HiBS strategy sets out a minimum 
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating of C for all homes to achieve at sale or 
rental by 2033, currently for the social housing sector this target is set higher. The 
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Scottish Government are committed to reforming the EPC assessment process. There 
are no minimum energy efficiency ratings set through regulation for the non-domestic 
market above 1000m2 in Scotland regardless of usage, for example, shops, offices, 
factories, warehouses or hotels. Therefore, the EPC regulation currently being 
developed by Scottish Government is a key driver in the non-domestic retrofit market. 

 
There are approximately 2.6 million homes in Scotland with only 11% (278,000) of 
these having a renewable or low emissions heating system installed. To achieve the 
68% reduction by 2030 target, modelling scenarios estimate an additional one million 
homes in Scotland will be required to convert to zero or low emissions heating by 2030. 
There are an estimated 220,000 non-domestic buildings in Scotland with a target of 
50,000 non-domestic to be converted to low or zero emissions heating systems.

 

 
The Scottish Government have created a virtual Agency – Heat & Energy Efficiency 

Scotland[6]. The Agency will support and build public understanding for both low carbon 

heating and energy efficiency for homes and building across Scotland. 

 
As part of this work, interviews with stakeholders, identified opportunities to improve 
the EPC services, especially in the non-domestic sector: 

 

Interviewees also mentioned the issue of retraining the existing workforce and how 
this could be achieved. As argued by one, there needs to be the right incentive and 
benefits to get people to retrain. The development of digital technology and upskilling 
within the EPC sub-sector will increase the demand for new products and services. 

 

There is an ongoing debate about the suitability of the EPC system as it uses modelled 
data and is an indicator of energy cost efficiency rather than energy efficiency and the 
EPC could be expanded to consider other measurements. 

 
In March 2021, the Zero Emissions Social Housing Taskforce (ZEST) was engaged by 

Scottish Government to articulate how social housing could maximise its contribution 

to climate change targets and commented on the need for the EPC system to reform[7]: 
 

 
“Better regulated energy demand targets and the use of EPC needs to be 
widespread and better understood. The science and formulas within EPC 
calculations are sound it is just people aren’t using them properly. The value of an 
EPC service is literally minutes, and the quality of EPC certification has dropped. A 
properly calculated EPC with an architect can take days to work it out. A non- 
domestic surveyor takes a couple of hours on site.” 

“UK-wide assessment methodologies like SAP on which EPC’s are based need to 
be appropriate for the Scottish context. As a cost-based indicator, the current Energy 
Efficiency rating does not incentivise some zero emissions technologies and 
penalises others like MVHR (mechanical ventilation heat recovery). The current 
approach fails to recognise the difference between modelled and actual performance 
and does not consider wider factors such as air tightness, indoor air quality (IAQ), 

embodied energy and CO2 emissions”. 
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Cognisant of the Scottish Government’s ongoing EPC system review, this report 
assumes current EPC targets as a baseline to estimate the market demand whilst 
noting the ongoing debate. Further analysis is provided in Chapter 4. 



 

 
 

 

•  

Retrofit Overview 
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Chapter 1: Retrofit Overview 

This chapter provides a definition of domestic and non-domestic retrofit, EPC’s, 
overview of standards and guidance, funding, and skills. These are key drivers to 
deliver the scaling of the market and underpins consistent market demand. 

 
Domestic Retrofit - Domestic retrofit refers to the process of upgrading or improving 
the energy efficiency and overall performance of existing residential buildings. The 
London Energy Transformation Initiative (LETI)[8], comprising of over 1,000 built 
environment professionals, described retrofit best practice as being: 

 

 

Non-domestic Retrofit - Building size, type and use make the definition of an energy 
efficiency retrofit in non-domestic stock complex and has been broadly categorised 
into light and deep retrofit by the UK Green Building Council (UKGBC)[9]: 

 

 

 
Energy Performance Certificates - Domestic and Non-Domestic 

 
Any retrofit process requires an assessment of the current energy performance of the 
property. The EPC system adopts a point-based approach for Standard Assessment 
Procedure (SAP) calculations to provide an EPC. Reduced data Standard 
Assessment Procedure (RdSAP) is a simplified version which can also be used, with 
the Simplified Building Energy Model (SBEM) for non-domestic buildings. At the time 
of writing, the EPC system is undergoing a period of consultation. This will ensure that 
the energy performance rating on the EPC aligns with the Scottish Government’s net 
zero objectives. The EPC assessment process will be reformed before it is used as 
the standard by which properties are measured. 

 
EPC assessors use these calculations to assess the energy efficiency of a building 
and recommend improvements. This is the system both Scottish and UK governments 
use currently. There are no minimum EPC ratings set for non-domestic buildings over 
1000m2 in Scotland (unlike England and Wales). Therefore, when targets are set, this 
will help drive the non-domestic EPC services market. In the domestic sector, Home 
Energy Scotland grants and loans cannot be accessed without a valid EPC so the 
domestic assessors’ services market and relevant technology will also be required to 
scale.(VIII) 

“…underpinned by taking a fabric first approach. This approach is to improve the 
building fabric’s energy efficiency before introducing low carbon technologies. This 
approach should follow a step-by-step retrofit informed plan”. 

“Broadly, light retrofit focuses on performance optimisation, basic remodelling, 
replacement, or adaptation of existing building elements which tend to focus on a 
single aspect or feature (lighting upgrades, optimisation of building controls and 
operation, etc). Deep retrofit focuses on significant works of size or scale that result 
in a fundamental change to the building structure and/or services”. 

https://www.homeenergyscotland.org/funding/#%3A~%3Atext%3DFunding%20includes%3A%201%20Home%20Energy%20Scotland%20Grant%20and%2Cto%20improve%20the%20energy%20efficiency%20of%20their%20properties
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In the interviews, the domestic market was a common discussion point and revealed 
a perceived lack of skills and service provision spanning the domestic market across 
the whole retrofit journey, from design to post-installation support. This was identified 
as being crucial for long term retrofit success, as highlighted by an interviewee: 

 

 
Quality was also highlighted as key to unlocking consistent market demand. To tackle 

this, two Publicly Available Specification (PAS) documents have been produced. PAS 

2030:2019[10] certification, was developed to ensure that funding set aside by the 

government was only used to fund high quality retrofit projects. Unlike PAS 2030, PAS 

2035:2019[11] is not a certification but an industry standard which specifies the 

minimum requirements that retrofit projects must meet to be compliant. 

A wide range of projects have been funded through Scottish and UK Government 

schemes [7]. These have been aimed at enhancing the effectiveness and reliability of 

retrofit works whilst avoiding unintended consequences such as poor ventilation 

leading to damp and mould [14].
 

The survey and interviews reveal a widespread lack of knowledge and awareness of 

best practice in the retrofit market. Reinforcing the existing understanding as a major 

gap across the retrofit sector. See Appendix B and D for further comments. 

Interviewees highlighted the importance of ‘getting it right’ to build up trust in the retrofit 

technologies and market. It was felt that many householders had lost faith due to past 

mistakes in the sector. Previous retrofit measures carried out under The Energy 

Company Obligation (ECO) funded schemes, failed to deliver the required quality 

assurance, resulting in unintended consequences such as mould and damp. It was felt 

that any further missteps could create irreparable damage to the retrofit sector: 

 

 
“Everyone must understand the building as a system including how it’s used. And 

this must feed into how any retrofit measures are applied so modelling of a retrofit 

and designing are key. “ 

 
“Quality must be central to any mass retrofit programme otherwise the mistakes 
made in the last decade are likely to be repeated and any remaining trust lost.’ 
“No two buildings are the same, EPC measurements are not defined enough, need 
to be concise about the energy targets we are trying to hit. Not enough people are 
aware of PAS 2035, LETI, EnerPHit or the RIBA 2030 Guidance. There is nothing 
set in place for retrofit by government for the private market. “ 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/heat-buildings-supply-chains-delivery-plan-towards-industry-green-heat/#%3A~%3Atext%3DOur%20Heat%20in%20Buildings%20Strategy%2Ca%20driver%20for%20fuel%20poverty
https://www.retrofitacademy.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/TRA_WWR_PROOF.pdf
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Retrofit Best Practice 

 

Performance Gap 

 
Two widely adopted performance standards have been developed which can be 

applied to the design of domestic and non-domestic retrofit projects. This is where a 

retrofit project achieves set design targets for space heating demand, energy use and 

air tightness levels. 

These are industry-led examples of design best practice and are not mandated by 

Scottish or UK Government. All industry-led standards and guidance aim to reduce 

heating demand of a building by improving the energy efficiency of the building fabric. 

There is a recognition from Scottish Government that energy demand targets should 

be introduced into building standards to drive quality and consistency of retrofit work. 

A Scottish Government Building Standards Division (SGBSD) consultation to 

introduce energy performance standards for existing buildings has been ongoing since 

2021[5,12]. 

Standards & Guidance 
 

Passivhaus EnerPHit [13] – Developed by the Passive House Institute (PHI) as a 
building energy efficiency standard and certification. It is specifically designed for the 
retrofit of existing buildings to meet rigorous energy performance standards. To 
achieve EnerPHit certification, a building must meet specific criteria for heating and 
cooling demands, primary energy use, air tightness and thermal comfort. EnerPHit 
certification can be achieved in a single stage or through a step-by-step approach. 

 
AECB CarbonLite Retrofit Standards Level 1 and 2[14]: The Association for 
Environment Conscious Building (AECB) produced a retrofit standard, based upon the 
Passivhaus methodology, which recognises that every building is unique. Therefore, it 
focuses on managing retrofit risks to avoid unintended consequences. The primary 
focus, like EnerPHit, is a whole building solution, through a fabric first approach. The 
AECB retrofit standard has a certification of performance ranges and limits. 

 
Climate Emergency Retrofit Guide (LETI): The London Energy Transformation 
Initiative (LETI), established in 2017, is a voluntary network of over 1,000 built 
environment professionals who support, understand, clarify and develop the actions 
needed to meet the UK climate change targets. Launched in October 2021, the 
Climate Emergency Retrofit Guide[15] offers support to architects, engineers, local 
authorities, social landlords, energy professionals, contractors and clients for best 
practice in retrofit. The guide focuses on LETI best practice and LETI exemplar. 

 
A comparison between each of the standards and guidance discussed has been 
illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. 

https://www.passivhaustrust.org.uk/UserFiles/File/Policy%20papers/2022.01.12%20PHT%20Retrofit%20Position%20Paper%20v2.3%20Patrons.pdf
https://www.leti.uk/_files/ugd/252d09_c71428bafc3d42fbac34f9ad0cd6262b.pdf
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Retrofit Best Practice 

Process Guidance 

PAS 2035:2019 Retrofitting dwellings for improved energy efficiency – specification 
and guidance[11]. 

 
Published by the British Standards Institute (BSI), this guidance document promotes 
a fabric first, whole house retrofit approach when delivering domestic retrofit projects. 
The guidance focuses on the process of retrofit planning and quality assurance, 
through the required appointment of accredited professionals. This includes the 
appointment of a Retrofit Coordinator. PAS 2035 does not set targets and focuses on 
the steps a domestic retrofit should follow in the project management process. 

 
Using computer modelling early in the design process, the approach considers building 
physics and assesses how existing building elements work together. Insulation and 
ventilation strategies are considered in tandem. Projects can choose from several 
energy standards to target operational energy demand such as the EnerPHit and / or 
AECB energy standards. There are defined roles within the PAS2035 guidance e.g., 
assessor, co-ordinator, designer, installer. The guidance also sets out a series of risk 
assessments, retrofit plans, procedures, compliance, energy efficiency measures and 
monitoring post installation. The process, and roles, within PAS 2035 can be seen in 
Figure 3. 

 
 

Figure 3 - A flow chart illustrating the domestic retrofit process. 
 

This process is a major shift for clients, professional services, and installers in the 

retrofit market. Three quarters of the interviewees highlighted the adoption of the PAS 

2035 (PAS 2030/MCS for installers) guidance as a significant investment for the supply 

chain and therefore a potential barrier to scale in the retrofit market. 
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Funded support for construction operatives and clients in order to develop the relevant 

competencies to allow adoption of PAS2035/PAS2030 accreditation would offer 

significant business growth opportunities within the supply chain for retrofit across both 

professional and installer job roles. See Chapter 4 for further detail. 

One interviewee from a managed scheme shared: 

 

 

PAS 2038 Best practice standard for retrofitting non-domestic buildings for energy 
efficiency. Published by the BSI, this guidance follows a similar process with defined 
roles e.g., lead assessor, lead designer, risk assessments and procedures for 
retrofitting non-domestic commercial buildings. Knowledge of PAS 2038 is occasional 
and it is not mandated for any government funded programmes. Please see Appendix 
B. 

 
“PAS 2035 assessors and co-ordinators are lacking. Government funded contracts 
are complex to manage from a funding perspective. Lack of available skills in local 
authorities and housing associations for these services. Only circa 200 retrofit co- 
ordinators in Scotland. Domestic Energy Assessors (DEA) need to be upskilled to 
be retrofit assessors under PAS 2035. We have 30 surveyors who will be 
undertaking the training but how will SME’s pay for this. Funding for PAS 2035 
training is key. “ 
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Regulation and Funding 

 

Figure 4 - Breakdown of PAS guidance 

 
 

As highlighted, retrofit standards and guidance differ for domestic and non-domestic 

building stock, no energy demand targets are set for existing buildings by the Scottish 

Government. There was consensus amongst interviewees that most retrofit projects 

are still being undertaken by addressing single measures, as opposed to taking a 

holistic approach. This highlights the significant shift required in moving an informed 

retrofit plan approach which works to standards. 

Therefore, Government levers such as, regulation and public funding are additional 

aspects of retrofit which should be considered to scale the market. All interviewees 

cited long term government policy as a driver of a consistent demand: 
 

 
“Component manufacturers need a 10-year certainty in pipeline before they are 
likely to look at large scale investment.” 

 
“Chicken and egg of funding, accreditation is expensive and time consuming. There 
isn’t a lack of ambition but no certainty to back it up.” 
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A No Regrets Strategy 

 
The Scottish Government is aware of the need to develop standards and regulations 

as part of their no and low regrets targets which is included in the HiB strategy[2]. 

“The Scottish government has committed to deliver regulations to support the 

installation of cost-effective energy efficiency first improvements in all buildings (e.g., 

roof, windows, wall and floor insulation). This will provide certainty and assurance to 

secure the private sector investment needed to drive the retrofit market.” 

Before regulation can be passed, extensive public consultations must take place. The 

HiB also sets out consultation timelines for private domestic and non-domestic from 

2023 to 2025. 

We have summarised all key dates for consideration as these timelines will affect the 

market demand in the short (2 years), medium (5 years) and long term (10 

years)Figure 5. 
 

 

 

Figure 5 - Regulation timelines 
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Funding 
 

The Net Zero Public Sector Building Standard[16] is owned by the Scottish 

Government and applies to public sector new build and refurbishment projects. This 

voluntary standard which unlocks funding to Local Authorities for public building 

projects has driven the uptake in the number of Passivhaus public buildings in 

Scotland. This precedent demonstrates that regulation is likely to be the key driver 

for the energy efficiency market after 2025, however, it is not certain, and the 

government must gain consensus. 

 

The current cost-of-living crisis is pushing more people into fuel poverty[17]. 
Consideration must be given to the affordability of retrofit to support the scale needed 
after regulation is passed. Therefore, public and private funding pathways for domestic 
and non-domestic stock are considered when estimating the market opportunity. 
Further analysis is provided in Chapter 4. 

 
It should be noted that current funding support is seen as complex and fragmented 
Figure 6. 62.3% of construction and built environment professionals survey 
respondents had medium to high awareness of public sector funding. It was frequently 
mentioned in the interviews that funding routes were limited and the landscape ever- 
changing, with several mentioning a lack of awareness of funding for the owner- 
occupied sector. Comments varied significantly suggesting that there are a lot of mixed 
messages and complexity around funding availability: 

 
 

“Cost of operation versus cost of delivery is a major barrier for individuals in the 
retrofit space. People getting into personal debt where there is a carrot and stick 
approach is not going to work.” 

 

“Huge decrease in people looking to invest. Home Energy Scotland services 

increased can’t cope with the time it’s taking to access funding.” 
 

“Electricity costs more so don’t want to push more people into fuel poverty.” 

https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/statistics/2023/05/scottish-house-condition-survey-2021-key-findings/documents/scottish-house-condition-survey-2021-key-findings/scottish-house-condition-survey-2021-key-findings/govscot%3Adocument/Scottish%2BHouse%2BCondition%2BSurvey%2B2021%2BKey%2BFindings.pdf
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Figure 6 - Current Funding Support Summarised 

 

 
Skills 

 

Skills and training was a reoccurring theme and cited by all interviewees. Responses 
discussed the limitations on skills, throughout a retrofit project, from designer, 
coordinator, installer and through to evaluation. Each skill set throughout a retrofit 
project is critical to ensure success (Figure 7). Interviewees highlighted a lack of 
existing skills, specifically, the need to expand the supply chain with more skilled 
individuals or upskilling the existing workforce. A need for householder support 

 

services post-installation was also identified to provide guidance with new technology 
and behaviour change. 

 
 
 

Regulation and funding were previously identified as major drivers of the retrofit market 
in the next decade with skills being identified as the key barrier. The ability to scale 

 

Figure 7 - CITB, 2021, retrofit skills overlay 
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products, services and innovation within energy efficiency must also be considered in 
the context of the ongoing skills crisis across the construction sector. A number of 
research reports carried out within the last 3 years estimate the additional numbers of 
skilled workers is between 20,000 and 50,000Figure 7. Please see Appendix H for 
further information. 

 
 
 

Figure 8 - CESAP Heat Decarbonisation Research 2022 

 

 
The additional new entrants and upskilling requirements across the retrofit industry 
over the next decade are significant in a sector which already suffers chronic skills 
shortages. Therefore, as all interviewees and participants in the online survey 
highlighted skills as a barrier and skills are an issue for the built environment this can 
be considered the most significant barrier for adoption of retrofit at scale. Further 
analysis is provided in Chapter 4. 

 
In summary, estimating the market demand depends on many interlinked factors such 
as, government policy; regulation; energy performance standards; skills; and available 
funding. 
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Chapter 2 - Market Demand 

The potential number of houses requiring energy efficiency measures within each 
ownership group can be understood by examining data from the Scottish Housing 
Condition Survey (SHCS) most recently published in 2021[17]. The report cites the 
estimated number of houses and estimated percentage of EPC targets per ownership 
tenure: owner-occupied, social, and private rented. The data has been used to 
estimate market demand in the short, medium, and long term for each group. 

 
Short term demand will come from the social sector where minimum EPC targets are 
already in place, medium term from the private rented sector with minimum targets set 
by 2025. In addition, government funding is linked to achieving fuel poverty reduction 
within these tenures. The owner occupier sector is the longer-term market demand 
with consultations between 2023 and 2025 and targets for all domestic stock by 2033. 

 

 
Number of Houses and EPC by Tenure 

 
Owner-occupier 

Between 2023 and 2025 the Scottish Government will reform the EPC assessment 
process and the current targets that are set. This will likely set targets for owner 
occupiers to reach EPC rating of “C” at point of sale by 2033. The Scottish Housing 
Condition Survey (SHCS) determined that approx. 52% of owner-occupied housing is 
below EPC C with approximately 842,000 requiring interventions. 

 
Private rented Sector 

Current legislation targets the private rented sector with a minimum standard of EPC 

rating of “C” by 2025 with a backstop of 2028. The SHCS 2021 reports that 50% of the 

private rented sector is below EPC C with approximately 178,000 requiring 

interventions. 

 
Note the PRS sector requires consideration as to whether owners are incentivised or able to act. 

 
Social 

Social landlords have recommended energy efficiency targets of The Energy 

Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH1)[18] Band D and Band C, where 

appropriate, in place since 2014. The SHCS 2021 reports 35% of the social housing 

sector is still below EPC C/D with approximately 38,000 requiring interventions now. 

 
The above sectors highlight the expected future market demand for skills within the 

energy efficiency sector. It is imperative that this gap is filled and met by a modern, 

realised retrofit strategy. 

 
Note this demand could be significantly higher by understanding the number of social landlord housing with current 

exemptions in place. EESSH2 demand potential is examined further in report. 
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Quantifying Investment- Average Costs 

There is a lack of accurate, publicly available data on costs attributed to individual 
energy efficiency measures. Therefore, an average scale of cost based on the 2017 
BEIS report “Updating the Cost Assumptions for BEIS’s Energy Efficiency Modelling” 
[19] adjusted for inflation has been adopted (Figure 9). 

 
 
 

Figure 9 - BEIS Retrofit Costs Report 2017 (adjusted for inflation) 

 

 
The above averages have been cross referenced with desktop analysis data from 
Energy Savings Trust, anecdotal data from surveys, and data gathered from the 
interviews to create a cost model for Scotland based on a 3-bedroom average sized 
detached house, the results of which can be found in Figure 10. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 10 - Average cost in Scotland 3-bedroom detached house (median of 

insulation costs. Note heat pump and installation costs vary from £5000- 

£15,000 on average depending on size of property and alterations (changing 

pipes or location) and are not included in these figures. 

 
 

Retrofit costs vary significantly depending on the combination of measures, energy 
targets, size of house and geography. We have also provided examples of costs from 
smaller regional reports and case studies. Please see Appendix E for further 
information. 
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Cost of Investment 

 
Using the average cost model, costs for low, medium, and high retrofit have been 
mapped against the EPC targets (below band C) for each tenure group (Figure 11). 
This data has provided an initial overview of the potential costs of different retrofit 
solutions but it is proposed that further work using more precise house number data 
would enhance this work and provide a more granular picture. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 11 - Cost of Investment in Billions- Low/Medium/High 

 
 

Market Demand Short Term- Further Analysis 
 

Despite a smaller number of homes being below the necessary EPC C/D band in the 

social housing sector, this may present a significantly larger short term market 

opportunity when understood within the context of the Energy Efficiency Standard 
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Social Housing (EESSH) non-statutory targets set out in guidance developed by 

Scottish Government. These targets are set to become more stringent and are 

currently under consultation. Scottish Government funding for retrofit projects includes 

improving energy efficiency, reducing cost and reducing carbon emissions so this 

could mean a further drive in the social housing sector to achieve the new targets. 

 
Guidance for social landlords on the Energy Efficiency Standard for 
Social Housing EESSH1 

 
The first Energy Efficiency Standard Social Housing milestone (EESSH1) set a target 

for social housing by house and fuel type (equivalent to high D or low C depending on 

property) by December 2020. A second milestone EESSH2 sets a target for all social 

housing to meet or be treated as meeting, EPC B or be as energy efficient as possible 

within the limits of cost, technology, and consent by December 2032. EESSH2 is under 

formal review in 2023, brought forward from 2025 to assess progress and identify 

additional requirements. 

 
EESSH2 Cost 

 
The Scottish Federation Housing Association (SFHA) reports the cost of housing 
associations and co-operatives meeting the proposed EESSH2 are estimated at £2bn 
based on figures dating back to 2017-19. Modelling does not take account of the need 
to transition to low and zero emissions heating systems and will be subject to revision 
once a new EESSH2 target has been confirmed. Initial estimates from the Scottish 
Government, which are inclusive of local authority stock, suggests costs of closer to 
£6bn if they include low and zero emissions heating. 

 
In summary, the social housing sector has undertaken significant investment to date 
to achieve an EPC C for a large percentage of its domestic stock. However, EESSH2 
or indeed a higher net zero target, will drive the market even further in the short term. 
The sector will need increased investment from Scottish Government to achieve this. 
When legally binding fuel poverty targets are considered, public funding should be a 
prime focus. This will drive increased demand for products, services, and digital 
technology in the shorter term. 

 
Local Heat and Energy Efficiency Strategy (LHEES) 

 
Fuel poverty targets and assumptions laid out in the HiBS must also be understood in 

the context of quantifying demand as this will drive the market demand for building 

fabric energy efficiency products in the short-term and for those in society who are fuel 

poor. Data shows that homes with poor EPC band ratings are occupied with people 

who are fuel poor. This identifies where fabric first interventions are needed most. 

Through the LHEES delivery plans all Local Authorities will prepare maps to evidence 

this, highlighting proposed energy efficiency zoning areas. Engagement with LHEES 

officers would enable Scottish Enterprise and other agencies to focus on areas where 

the greatest needs exist. Fuel poverty sits across all ownership tenures and according 

to latest published figures are set to almost double, further driving the demand. 
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Owner-occupiers, social housing, and private rented sector will need to significantly 
increase applications for government funded programmes to deliver the scale 
required. For example, area-based schemes such as Energy Efficient Scotland: Area 
Based Schemes (EES: ABS), Social Housing Net Zero Heat, Warmer Homes Scotland 
as well as Home Energy Scotland all offer grants and loans. ECO 4 Funding, Local 
Authority Flex and other public funding could also form part of the solution. Therefore, 
stakeholder engagement with the funders of these programmes would also ensure 
Scottish Enterprise and other agencies are offering support to the supply chains in the 
areas most in need. See Appendix F for further information. 

 
In summary, the market demand in Scotland will be influenced by several factors. 
Firstly, the EPC targets outlined in the HiB strategy. These targets aim to improve the 
energy efficiency of buildings, encouraging homeowners and landlords to undertake 
retrofit measures. Additionally, the EESSH2 targets for social housing will contribute 
to market demand especially as it is currently under consultation and aims to set higher 
targets. Rises in fuel poverty will also drive market demand, as more people struggle 
to afford their energy bills, there will be an increased need for energy-efficient solutions 
to reduce energy consumption and lower costs. 

 
These factors are interconnected and drive the demand for government funding. 
Individuals and organisations may seek access to government funding either 
individually or through government-funded retrofit programs to undertake energy 
efficiency measures. This emphasises the business case for large-scale, place-based 
retrofit projects funded by local and national governments. Multiyear funding pathways 
offer pipeline surety, which encourages the supply chain to invest in skills and 
resources to meet the market demand. This approach ensures that both current and 
future individuals at risk of fuel poverty can be supported swiftly and effectively. For a 
more detailed analysis of these factors and their impact on the market please see 
chapter 4. 

 
UK and International Demand 

 
Estimating the market demand across the UK and Europe can be determined by the 
number and type of buildings cross referenced with energy performance. The Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) determined the following: 

 
“There are approximately 131 million buildings within the European Union, majority of 
these buildings are residential. However, if measured by floor area the residential 
building stock accounts for approximately 75% of the total with the remaining 25% 
being non-residential buildings. Across the EU there are 119 million residential 
buildings: France (21m) has the largest number followed by Germany (19m), with a 
further eleven million in the UK, and 10 million in Spain and Italy. The remaining thirty- 
nine million are distributed between the other 23 EU Member States.” [20]

 

 

These values have been used in conjunction with the cross-referenced energy 
performance to determine the UK and international market demand. 
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Energy performance of the EU building stock 
 

42% of non-residential buildings and 38% of residential buildings were built pre-1970, 
before the widespread adoption of energy efficiency measures. The age of the EU 
building stock suggests that to reach agreed energy efficiency targets a significant 
level of intervention will be required. Currently, approximately 12% of the EU 
residential built stock has been renovated to meet climate change targets, whilst 9% 
of the non-residential stock has been renovated. The data indicates that a significant 
opportunity exists for energy efficiency retrofits to both residential and non-residential 
buildings throughout the EU. Across the EU 35% of buildings have an EPC rating 
between D and G, suggesting that there is considerable scope for improving existing 
buildings to reach the most efficient energy performance rating[21]. 

 

The data above reveals a potential market in Europe of millions of residential homes 
requiring retrofit investment. Other reports estimate that 130,000 homes per annum for 
2045 targets in Scotland, 850,000 per year in England and Europe 11 million[22]. It has 
been estimated that the UK’s housing stock will require £65 billion of investment to 
bring the housing stock to EPC Band C by 2035[23]. This highlights the significant size 
of demand and investment potential in UK and across Europe. 

 
In summary, investment potential is substantial however unlocking the certainty of 
pipeline is the key for supply chain investment in skills and accreditation pathways. 
Further analysis is provided in Chapter 4. 

 
Market Demand - Non-Domestic 

 
Quantifying potential demand and investment within the non-domestic sector for 

Scotland, UK and internationally is difficult due to significant complexity within non- 

domestic stock as highlighted in Chapter 1. Ownership and leasing models are 

fragmented across the non-domestic sector and are not underpinned by EPC 

regulation in Scotland. In addition, asset management, asset valuation strategies, 

building design and use, product certification, professional skillset and business case 

articulation vary significantly across the UK and global market. Therefore, the focus of 

this report is to examine the non-domestic public sector estate potential market 

opportunity in the short-term for Scotland. 

 
Public estate opportunity 

 
There are approximately 220,000 non-domestic buildings in Scotland, a complete 

dataset of this stock is not currently available, only 61,038 non-domestic buildings in 

Scotland have an EPC lodged in the register since 2013[24]. 

 
Scottish Government estimates approximately half non-domestic buildings are already 

heated by traditional direct electric or to a lesser extent other Zero Direct Emissions 

Heating (ZDEH) technologies. The majority of these use electrical heating, either in 

the form of direct electric, reversible air conditioning or Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) 
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systems. Only a very small proportion currently use heat pumps and heat network 

heating systems, potentially offering the lowest operational cost for ZDEH systems[25]. 

 
Approximately 23,000 non-domestic existing building stock are in the public estate, 

varying by size, construction type, and use. New regulations for minimum EPCs are 

expected to be introduced by 2025. This will require owners to reduce demand for heat 

through energy efficiency improvements where feasible, and install a zero-emissions 

heating supply, within the extent of Scottish Government. All non-domestic public 

sector estate buildings where technically feasible must meet zero emissions heating 

requirements by 2038[2]. 

 
The market opportunity in the short term (2038 backstop) for the non-domestic retrofit 
sector in Scotland will therefore be driven by public sector funding incentives. Scottish 
Government plan to target difficult buildings e.g., hospitals first and as a result, £200 
million over 5 years has been dedicated to the Scottish public sector estate to improve 
and reduce energy use and install zero emissions heating systems. 

 
Scottish Green Public Sector Estate Decarbonisation Scheme 

 
The HiBs strategy outlines a new Scottish Green Public Sector Estate Decarbonisation 
scheme as the main government-led capital funding mechanism to support the 
decarbonisation of buildings owned by the public sector. The scheme has three 
support elements, the Non-domestic energy efficiency (NDEE) framework, a zero- 
interest loan, or the energy efficiency grant scheme[26]. 

 
 

 

Figure 12 - Public Sector Loan Scheme 
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Energy Efficiency Grant scheme 

The fund will support public sector decarbonisation, encompassing a variety of 
pathways and green technologies vital in achieving zero emissions heating systems 
across the public sector estate. 

 

The first round of funding was announced in June 2021. 23 applications for capital 
support were successful, with investment totalling over £10 million in 2021/2022, £15 
million in 2022/2023 and £30 million in 2023/2024. Capital funding budget for 
2024/2025 will be announced in early 2024. Resource support of £1.5 million for pre- 
capital projects will also be offered through the fund in 2023/2024, to enable the 
building of a pipeline of investment-ready, strategic heat decarbonisation and energy 
efficiency projects across the public sector[27]. 

Figure 13 and Figure 14 provide certainty about the market opportunity within the 

public sector for energy efficiency measures. For example, there have been increasing 

trends in the spend on energy saving measures since 2021, with the trend expected 

to continue into 2023. For example, there was a near £28 million spend on insulation 

in 2021, with an increase of £4 million in 2022. Window and door upgrades resulted in 

a spend of almost £26 million in 2022, a significant increase from circa £15 million in 

2021. Each of these figures demonstrate the increasing opportunity to exploit a 

relatively untapped market. 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-central-government-energy-efficiency-grant-scheme-form-and-guidance/


 

 

 

Figure 13 - Procurement Spend Data - 2021 



 

 

 

 
Figure 14 - Procurement Spend Data - 20221 

 
 
 

1 Note spend figures provided from the Scottish Government Core Directorates 2021 and 2022 across the public sector estate shows aggregated figures and only includes those 

public entities who provided information. This cannot be attributed to individual organisations without permission for the purposes of this report and does not provide separate 

domestic stats. 
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Chapter 3 Supply Chain Mapping 

This chapter aims to understand the capability and capacity of the supply chain, within 
Scotland and the wider UK, as well as determining the opportunities that may arise 
with the up scaling of the energy efficiency sector. 

 
The list below highlights the various interventions for consideration as part of a typical 
domestic retrofit project: 

 

• building stock • ventilation (all types) 

• insulation (all types) • heating system 

• ventilation (all types) • renewables 

• windows/doors • smart controls 

• Airtightness 
• vapour control 

 

 
The size and specification of these interventions will differ significantly for both 
domestic and non-domestic. Each energy efficiency measure (EEM) has sub- 
categories – insulation (internal, external, roof, cavity, room in roof), ventilation 
(mechanical, balanced, decentralised) or windows (wood, aluminium, PVC-U) 
depending on the use and location in the building. Note: only a sample has been listed 
for each. Typically, within each of these sub-categories there are various solutions, 
specifications, and product ranges. Each can be manufactured differently depending 
on materials, components, and manufacturing processes across multiple supply 
chains. 

 
As part of the literature review and desktop analysis, specific focus was place on high- 
value and high-growth potential supply chains that aligned with reshoring manufacture, 
low carbon, local, natural, and sustainable practices which align with government 
policy. Similarly, we focussed on the specialist services and digital technologies which 
offer Scottish businesses the most significant opportunity for scale. Further 
investigation is required to map and understand supply chains across other sub 
sectors, such as draught proofing and smart meters. 

 
High Performing Windows 

 
Deep retrofit aims to provide a continuous line of airtightness and insulation around a 

building envelop (where possible) with minimum gaps or penetrations to reduce 

thermal bridging and optimise thermal efficiency. Openings create a thermal break in 

the building fabric. The correct installation of double or triple glazed windows or doors, 

while considering ventilation in an existing home is key to an energy efficient retrofit. 

Window and door replacements when installed correctly will improve the buildings 

thermal performance, as illustrated in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 - Glazing Federation infographic, 2023 

 

Structure of market 
 

The windows and door manufacturing and installation market in Scotland and UK is 
complex, consisting of silos of system producers, fabricators, and installers. Windows 
can be manufactured from wood, aluminium, PVC-U or hybrid/composite products. 
Systems producers design the window and door systems (profiles) from raw materials 
which they sell to fabricators, who in turn produce made to measure window units. 
Fabricators can be installers or sell to sales companies or other independent installers 
depending on the business model. 

 
Most PVC-U and aluminium window manufacturers buy their systems from a systems 
company. A small number of PVC-U fabricators are vertically integrated where they 
design the PVC-U system, fabricate, sell and install. Examples of this in Scotland 
would be CR Smith, Scotia or Sidey. 
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Figure 16 - Overview of windows + doors from design to installation 

 
 

Fabricators manufacture the finished window, cutting and assembling the profiles 
together and adding hardware e.g., locks, hinges, handles, along with weather seals 
and gaskets (Figure 16). As of December 2021, there are 13,940 window, door, IGU 
and conservatory companies in the UK. There are 4,024 window fabricators (PVCu, 
aluminium, timber, or a combination (see Figure 17 and Figure 18). 12,209 firms are 
double glazing or conservatory installers, ranging from small single traders to national 
companies. This excludes builders who may install products as part of a new-build or 
refurbishment project. 3,269 firms are both fabricators and installers[28]. There is a lack 
of granular data for the glazing market in Scotland. 
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Figure 17 - Breakdown of Window and Door Fabricators 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 18 - High Performing Window and Doors - Supply Chain Map 

 

Products 
 

Double glazing refers to windows and doors fitted with a sealed unit, comprising two 
panes of glass with what is known as a ‘spacer bar’ around the edge. The edge is then 
sealed with a special sealant to prevent air and moisture. Triple glazing adds another 
pane of glass and spacer bar to the process however only a small number of UK 
profiles systems are designed for triple glazing. 
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Energy Efficiency 
 

Glass 
 

The most energy efficient type of glass for double and triple glazing is low emissivity 
(low-E) glass. Low-E glass has a microscopically thin coating of metal oxide on one of 
the internal glass surfaces which provides better thermal efficiency. Low-E glass 
radiates less energy allowing it to transmit less heat. 

 
U-values 

 

Domestic windows and doors (typically uPVC frames) have an energy rating and will 
have the ‘U-value’ of the window displayed on the energy label. The U-value is a 
measure of how easily heat passes through a material. It is not a complete measure 
of how efficient a window is and should be read in conjunction with the window’s other 
properties. Typically, a Passivhaus certified window specifies a U-value of 0.8 with 
triple glazing. Double glazed and single glazed window or door U-values range 
depending on how they are made with the aim of achieving the lowest U-value 
possible. U-values are quoted for whole window/door or centre pane. The latter is the 
glass unit only and the former is the whole window (or door) with glass unit. 
The U-values for different window types can be found in Figure 19. 

 
 

Figure 19 - Typical window type + glazing options 

 

 

Window design i.e., overall dimensions, the size of the opening sashes, the style and 

design of window frame, has a critical impact upon the thermal efficiency of a window. 

The higher the ratio of glass to frame the more thermally efficient a frame will be, for 

instance. 

 

The opportunity for high-value sustainable manufacturing is the reduction in embodied 
carbon, by utilising innovation in the processes for extraction, manufacture, and 
processing of the window materials. PVC-U has twice the embodied carbon and 
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aluminium windows have 4-times the embodied carbon of aluminium clad timber 
windows according to the Figure 20. 

 
 

Figure 20 - BSRIA Guide – The Inventory of Carbon and Energy. 

 

 

Innovation in Windows Manufacturing 
 

Certification and Production Processes 
 

There are many standards for windows and doors, covering material and performance 
requirements. Currently 25 BSI standards exist covering wood, aluminium, PVC-U and 
composite windows. However, formal certification of windows products by smaller 
SME fabricators in Scotland is not widely adopted. In tandem, increasing the energy 
efficiency of the components and U-value certification will be a huge driver in the 
future, and there is also a gap for Passivhaus Certified products. Engagement to 
improve process control in SME fabrication workshops has the potential to scale 
products. In addition, financial support around the certification process could reduce 
risk of smaller manufacturers being priced out. For Passivhaus projects there are two 
routes. Passivhaus certified, where the products have been assessed by Passivhaus 
and performance certified. This is costly to achieve and maintain. Second option where 
products perform to the Passivhaus requirements i.e., 0.8 W/m²K but are not certified. 
The manufacturer/supplier can provide the required data for Passivhaus software 
referred as Passivhaus Planning Package (PHPP). Many smaller fabricators do not 
have the certification to provide their information to specifiers as highlighted above. 

 
Therefore, innovation in window manufacturing relates to certification, new composite 
materials, designs of profile systems and the need to reduce embodied carbon in the 
process of manufacturing. This is a gap in support which could be explored as part of 
the Green Heat Innovation Support Programme (GHISP) at SE. 
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Window and door manufacturer interviewed said; 
 

 
Another interviewee from a membership organisation shared, 

 

 

One SME timber windows manufacturer shared, 
 

“Innovation really relates to keeping up with the changes in building regulations and 
technical standards. European and Scandinavian manufacturers are ahead of the 
curve because systems have been using low operational carbon (thermally efficient 
and airtight) window and doors for decades. There is still work looking at other 
materials and how we can further reduce the embodied carbon. PVC-U windows in 
the UK, will have to invest significant money to make the transition to triple glazing 
or rely on new glass unit technology. The areas that need to innovate are in glass, 
still high carbon in production. Window installation in general has not changed for 
decades whereas buildings and fenestration have improved greatly where thermal 
efficiency and air tightness are concerned. Digital adoption of BIM and information 
being available to designers, specifiers, and contractors .” 

 

“Recycling is a massive opportunity as glass can be recycled easily, high value 
product in short supply and PVC-U windows can also be ground down. Building 
standards in England now specify a 1.4 u-value, manufacturers need to find ways 
of making their products more energy efficient. Double glazing products are fifth 
generation now so even double glazing fitted 20 years ago is not as high 
performing in terms of U-value so there is still a massive opportunity to replace 
double glazing as well as increase the manufacture of triple glazing. It costs a 
large-scale manufacturer between 10 and 20 million to invest in a new triple glazing 
production line so won’t want to do that without knowing there is scale in the 
market.” 

 

“U-values are set by building standards and the systems (profile) companies in the 
UK do not design profiles which can make triple-glazed windows easily for a 
manufacturer. You need to change your whole tooling system which is costly. A 
double-glazed window is 20kg, triple-glazed 30kg which has repercussions for 
manual handling for delivery on site and the hinges are not designed for extra 
weight so the hinge producers also need to be involved. Innovation is needed from 
the systems companies who are all based down in England. Everyone we know for 
triple glazed at scale is importing from Europe as they have been doing it for years. 
The opportunity for scale is not selling to Europe they are way ahead of us. It’s 
getting everyone together to design a new system which we can make here.” 
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Insulation 

 
The insulation market in Scotland and the UK is dominated by synthetic insulation 
products with materials imported from China and Europe. An opportunity exists in the 
sustainable insulation market in Scotland for products which are made from natural 
materials and fibres. The predicted value of the synthetic insulation market in the UK 
is £700million[29]. 

 

Figure 21 - UK Building Insulation Market by Value £m 2014-2023 

 

 

Structure of Insulation Market 
 

Synthetic 
 

The main applications for thermal insulation products are primarily lofts, roofs, cavity 
walls, internal solid walls and underfloor insulation. Acoustic insulation products are 
mainly used on party walls, intermediate floors, and partitioning. There are few 
statistics at individual market, product or sector level. The insulation market is typical 
in terms of lack of availability of robust market data. 

 

Synthetic insulation materials are the predominant insulation product used in retrofit 
projects because they offer high thermal performance, durability, and ease of 
installation. Further information on synthetic insulation properties can be seen in 
Figure 22. PUR/PIR products now have the largest market share of insulation 
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products, accounting for around 41% by value. The market value of natural mineral 
wool products accounts for 30% of the total market in the UK[29]. 

 
 
 

Figure 22 – Synthetic insulation materials and their associated thermal conductivity, properties and uses. 
 

The two largest UK manufacturers of synthetic insulation products are Kingspan Group 
and Knauf Insulation. Other key suppliers are Saint Gobain Construction Products 
(Celotex and Isover), Xtratherm, Rockwool UK, Recticel Insulation, the Kay-Metzeler 
EPS division of Vita Cellular Foam, Jablite, Promat[29]. 

 

The key supply route for insulation products are the distributors, with key companies 
including SIG Group subsidiaries, Encon Insulation, CCF (Travis Perkins) and Minster 
Insulation (Saint Gobain). Builders’ merchants account for approximately 19% of the 
market, the remainder being split between direct sales to installers, direct sales to 
external wall insulation systems companies, builders and a small share via DIY stores. 
The installation market is split between a small number of national companies and 

hundreds of regional and local businesses[29]. 
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Natural insulation 
 

Whilst the market is dominated by synthetic insulation, there are many benefits to 
using recycled or natural insulation. Due to the prevalence of raw materials such as 
wood fibre, sheep's wool, and hemp, there is an opportunity in Scotland to re-shore 
manufacturing. Natural insulation is lower in embodied carbon and can be considered 
negative in some cases, given the ability to lock in carbon. Companies in mainland 
Europe typically produce and export most natural fibre insulation products through 
small-scale distributors in the UK. Further information on synthetic insulation 
properties can be seen in Figure 23. 

 

 

 
Figure 23 - Natural insulation materials and their associated thermal conductivity, properties and uses. 

 

Scotland already has examples of natural insulation manufacturers. IndiNature (hemp 
batts), Superglass (recycled glass) and Engineered Foam Products (eps). There also 
companies based in Scotland who manufacture their products in other locations for 
example A. Proctor Group, Sisal Tech. 

 
Funding research and development for new and emerging insulation manufacturers 
could be supported in various ways. For example, building the capacity of low carbon 
materials from renewable or circular sources to meet the growing demand. This 
prioritisation would favour the start-up companies challenging existing markets with 
innovative products which consider circularity and carbon sequestration. 
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IndiNature Case Study 
 

IndiNature’s innovative hemp insulation products have the potential to deliver 
significant reductions in embodied carbon in the construction process (c.4.4 tonnes of 
carbon can be saved building the average UK home compared with traditional 
products) and can enable the transition to net zero in the construction industry. The 
Scottish National Investment Bank has provided IndiNature with £5 million of 
investment to enable its first manufacturing plant in Jedburgh, creating long term jobs 
and increasing economic activity in the Scottish Borders. Support from the Bank will 
also allow IndiNature to bring a unique product range to market at scale. Furthermore, 
the Bank’s investment has unlocked significant grant funding provided by Zero Waste 
Scotland (£803k) and South of Scotland Enterprise (£250k). As a result of this 
investment, IndiNature have been able to commit to the supply and installation of its 
insulation products into a number of domestic properties for Riverclyde Homes 
housing association, 

 
Woodfibre 

 
As it stands, there are no manufacturing facilities in the UK manufacturing woodfibre 
insulation and as a result, the product is imported from mainland Europe. Scotland 
accounts for 2/3rd of the UK timber stock so is well placed to support a wood fibre 
manufacturing facility to supply UK and Republic of Ireland markets. There are also 
opportunities to develop sheep’s wool and combination products. Companies like Sisal 
Tech are using pre-consumer waste wool from other industries as a blend, ensuring 
that farmers get the best value while the manufacturers can find a use for the 
manufacturing by products. 

 

Other considerations are natural and circular manufacturers securing raw material 
supply when compared with the much larger volumes of mineral and synthetic 
products. This market imbalance puts natural and circular products at a disadvantage 
seeking product testing and compliance testing. Most Scottish based manufactures 
recognise the value of a BBA certificate but achieving accreditation is a recognised 
challenge. 

 
Certification and testing facilities in Scotland are under-invested and could be a key 
consideration for Scottish Government to encourage the sustainable insulation market. 

 

There are several existing challenges and barriers to developing the natural insulation 
market in Scotland, these have been illustrated in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24 - Low Carbon Energy Supply chain report, 2022 
 

Manufacturing Process and Facilities 
 

Currently there is little investment into the UK production of natural fibre insulation or 
other sustainable insulation products. Some funding has been provided to emerging 
products for new manufacturing setups, but it does not expand across other products 
and supply chains. There is an opportunity to create partnerships between larger 
manufacturing businesses and those that have a similar process to some natural fibre 
insulation. One example is OSB and MDF composite boards which share similar 
supply chains but undergo different density levels. Supply chain issues and 
agreements need to be in place to push forward investment into manufacturing setups. 

 
Suppliers and Supply Chain 

 

There is an opportunity to engage with relevant industries e.g., sawmills, raw material 
suppliers, recycling ventures and manufacturing options, to outline partnerships and 
shared facilities such as manufacturing plants to facilitate the production stages. There 
needs to be collaboration among timber yards and suppliers as most supply chains 
are already in place. The connectivity between these and investment into machinery 
and establishing suitable factories is slow and recently stalled by COVID-19 and the 
2022 cost-of-living crisis. 

 
Innovation in certain components is essential to avoid the use of toxic or 
petrochemical-derived adhesives/ binders for manufacture. 
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Figure 25 - Supply Chain Map 
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Certification & warranties 
 

Established offsite timber panel manufactures, house builders and product 
manufacturers undertake certification of components, assemblies and systems which 
can often be an expensive and prolonged process, requiring a great deal of resource 
and effort. Any change or innovation in insulation products within a panel system for 
example would require further investment for testing, validation, and certification. As 
identified in the surveys there is a lack of certification and testing capability in Scotland 
which hinders new product development. Working with Scottish Government to 
support public investment in infrastructure to facilitate testing and certification e.g., test 
laboratories, would support the development of the market. 

 
Legislation and Building Regulation 

 

Influencing policy remains a barrier in the UK. Germany and France have natural fibre 
insulation guidance built into building regulations compliance. Clear net-zero carbon 
regulations are needed to embed circular construction practices. The Scottish 
Government recently consultated on the introduction of a Circular Economy Bill with a 
Route Map to 2025. This creates an opportunity for dialogue on the supply chains and 
the role natural fibre insulation has in the use of recycled supply chains, natural 
resources, and embodied carbon benefits. It will promote and support responsible 
production and consumption as well as limit the landfill of construction products. There 
remains a barrier on specifically advising the use of natural fibre insulation and other 
natural products. This is a barrier to unlock for designers and specifiers. 

 
Supply Chain - Services - Digital 

 
Several interviewees cited the need for an increase in digital tools within modelling 
services as a key area of innovation in the supply chain. Computer modelling is used 
in retrofit projects as part of the design process and is recommended within PAS2035 
guidance. Currently it is widely procured through specialist consultancy services 
across the UK. There is a recognition scaling up of digital innovation in modelling 
platforms would be key to scaling up retrofit delivery. This is an opportunity for 
Scotland’s digital services market to develop new products. 
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Energy Modelling Software- innovation in energy performance modelling software 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 26 - Energy Modelling Software- innovation in 

energy performance modelling software 

 
 

Digital platforms are used where complexity exists for larger scale domestic retrofit 
programmes. They provide stock modelling analysis and retrofit financing options. The 
software allows comparison of grant funding options and retrofit measures with an 
optimised route to achieve EPC targets within budget parameters. A list of energy 
modelling software currently available can be found in Figure 26. 

 
Currently these digital platforms are largely used for retrofit projects across social 
housing where there is a similar typology. This has not been widely adopted within the 
private sector with a variety of unique individual properties. This type of focused work 
would support non domestic retrofit projects in developing retrofit plans and finance 
appraisals 
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Digital Software - Innovation Examples 

 
Snugg 

 

An Edinburgh startup who built a digital platform offering personal energy efficiency 
plans for home improvements. They also provide data analysis on stock portfolios to 
recommend energy efficiency measures and finance options for larger scale retrofit 
improvements. 

 

 
 
 

Heero 
 

Heero Technologies bespoke software provides homeowners with a one-stop shop 
solution from personalised home energy insights, through to financing and installation 
of energy home improvements 

 
There is a gap in the market for digital software tools which provide other insights. For 
example, retrofit funded projects linked to geographical location. This would allow the 
opportunity to aggregate material purchasing and shared resources. 

 

https://www.snuggenergy.com/
https://www.heerotechnologies.com/
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Chapter 4 Adoption- Barriers and Solutions 

There are key drivers within the retrofit market that will drive its adoption, these include: 
• climate change targets • skills 

• certainty of pipeline • funding 

• regulation • fuel poverty 

• EPC targets  

 
The desktop analysis carried out highlighted the following barriers which prevent the 
widespread adoption of retrofit: 

 
 

Figure 27 - Summary of Barriers to adoption of retrofit 

 
 

It was concluded from the interviews that public awareness was one of the top barriers 
to the adoption of domestic retrofit at scale. Some commented a large proportion of 
the public don’t understand climate change targets or know of the legislation that will 
be introduced for energy efficiency: 

 

 
Solutions 

 
Public Awareness 

 
Existing Homes Alliance report makes recommendations in key areas for raising 
awareness of retrofit including building renovation passports, a national awareness 
campaign, digital enabling platforms, one stop shops and local retrofit intermediaries 
who can deliver advice and recommend contractors and installers at a local level for 
the domestic sector. Please see Appendix G for further information. 

 
“The general public don’t know this is coming and in the housing market people 
don’t know what they are buying will need improved before they can sell again.” 

 
“People don't know how much carbon impact heating their house has.” 
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Collaborative Models - Retrofit Intermediaries 

 
Loco Home Retrofit 

 

Loco Home Retrofit CIC, Scotland’s first community-led retrofit co-op. This Glasgow 
based co-operative is focused on promoting energy efficiency within homes. Loco 
Home retrofit aim to develop community-led approach to homeowner engagement and 
service development in retrofit. The are a community intermediary, supporting 
homeowners, tradespeople and professional navigate through the retrofit process. 

 

 

 

EALA Impacts 
 

A not-for-profit, community interest company, giving property and construction advice 
for retrofit projects including building condition surveys, design advice and 
procurement services. 

 
NESFIT – North East Scotland Retrofit Hub 

 

North East Scotland Retrofit Hub, a community led retrofit cooperative, helping 
householders achieve warmer, healthier, emissions free homes. 

 
The aim is to scale these types of intermediary models in regional areas across 
Scotland. To raise awareness and support homeowners when undertaking retrofit 
work. 

 
Collaborative models (Procurement and MMC) 

 
Energiesprong is a collaborative approach to industrialised retrofit at scale. It is a 
Dutch initiative internationally recognised across Europe, including the UK, France, 
Germany, and Italy. The Energiesprong model aims to achieve net zero energy homes, 
by retrofitting and installing renewable energy systems such as solar panels to 

 
“Locohomes seek to grow both the market and the local supply chain for effective 
retrofit. Households who are motivated and have budgets, headspace, and 
opportunity to retrofit are stuck - overwhelmed by the complexity and risk of retrofit 
and because they can't find contractors they can trust. At the simple end, 
households cannot find someone to clear a loft prior to insulation as installers won't 
do that. At the complex end, there is no-one providing airtight floor insulation in 
Glasgow. Locohomes are working to aggregate demand to make it worth new 
providers emerging in this field, upskilling, and getting accredited for funding.” 

 

Chris Carus director of Locohomes Retrofit CIC LTD. 

https://locohome.coop/about/
https://www.ealaimpacts.co.uk/
https://nesfit.org/
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generate the energy the building would need for heating, hot water, lighting, and 
appliances. It upgrades the cladding and insulation by using prefabricated roof panels 
with integrated solar panels, prefabricated wall panels and pre-assembled “energy 
pods” to provide high-efficiency, low-carbon heating, hot water, and renewable energy. 
The process allows the homeowner to remain in the house while the measures are 
being carried out. Delivering a whole house retrofit in 10 days[1,2] and has a 30-year 
warranty covering net zero energy. Energiesprong currently provide this service to 
social housing sector. A housing company will finance the retrofit solution which will 
include the saving on energy and repair and maintenance costs. The tenants pay the 
same monthly costs that they would on energy and repair and maintenance, known as 
a comfort cost. The ‘comfort’ cost pays the retrofit cost [2]. The Energiesprong model is 
a legally binding contract, which alters the tenants original rental agreements 
incorporating the ‘comfort’ charge. 

 
There is an opportunity for offsite manufacturers in Scotland to design and 
manufacture retrofit panel solutions, such the roof/wall panels required as part of the 
Energiesprong model. These are external panels fitted around the outside of the 
existing house. SE innovation support could be designed to work with the offsite panel 
manufacturing supply chain to support the design of a retrofit panelised system. 

 
The model introduces energy as a service, a significant shift for the registered social 
landlord sector in Scotland and identified in the finance analysis as a key opportunity 
to drive the market through service innovation. The energy-as-a-service model is 
identified by several of the interviewees as a solution for scale. 

 
In 2021 BEIS published a report titled, “International Review of domestic supply 
chains”[30] where the demand for deep retrofit and developing supply chain was 
analysed. 

 
“a funded programme of its scale would need to run for up to 10 years to build a self- 
sustaining market. One scheme, the Energiesprong programme, is now operating at a 
scale of multiple thousands of net-zero retrofits in the Netherlands, but this follows 
significant public investment in those countries and market development over almost 
a decade.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2 https://www.energiesprong.uk/how-does-it-work 

http://www.energiesprong.uk/how-does-it-work
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Collaborative Models One Stop Shop Ireland (government and industry) 
 

Figure 28 - Making Retrofit Work, Customer Journey, Nov 2022 

 

 

‘SuperHomes’ is an initiative of the Tipperary Energy Agency and has received EU 
funding as well as support from Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland, and Electric 
Ireland. They recently opened applications for grant funding under the new National 
Home Retrofit Scheme. This scheme is a key part of the strategy to retrofit 500,000 
Irish homes to BER B2 standard or above by 2030. Grants of up to 35% of eligible 
costs are available to the public through one-stop shops such as SuperHomes, 
involving experienced professionals providing technical advice, specialist contractors, 
quality control, grant payment and finance advice, all in one carefully planned process. 

 
The SuperHomes team includes engineers, programme managers, retrofit advisors, 
project coordinators, and support team, working with approved contractors. Grants 
vary from project –to project and the actual grant percentage will depend on the energy 
measures selected. A SuperHomes retrofit starts from approximately €30,000. The 
average cost of a full scale deep retrofit in 2020 was €56,000. 

 
This is an example of government funding and industry working together to provide 
scale in the retrofit market and there are currently 22 operating in Ireland. 

https://www.ehpa.org/superhomes2030-bringing-irelands-home-energy-renovation-scheme-to-all-europeans/#%3A~%3Atext%3DThe%20initiative%2C%20known%20as%20Superhomes%2Cwith%20the%20participation%20of%20EHPA
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Local Authority Partnerships 

 
Glasgow City Region Retrofit 

 
Glasgow City Region Retrofit (GCR) have developed a 10-year investment plan, to 
upgrade the insulation for all properties in the Glasgow City Region. Supporting over 
75,000 jobs and generate £4.4 billion in Gross Value Added (GVA) across the City 
Region. In addition to the employment and economic benefits, widespread insulation 
across the City Region could remove 10.7 million tonnes of carbon emissions per 
annum. The certainty provided by a long-term programme of investment in residential 
energy efficiency and clean energy will offer significant opportunities for local 
companies to grow exponentially to deliver an ambitious programme of work. It will 
also create supply chain opportunities for local manufacturing companies to grow and 
for new businesses to locate within the City Region and create sustainable jobs. This 
programme of investment is currently seeking funding. 

 
South of Scotland Retrofit – Roadmap to Decarbonisation 

 
Registered social landlords are (RSLs) taking the lead in delivering a just transition in 
Scotland. By developing the retrofit supply chain, registered social landlords in 
Dumfries & Galloway and the Scottish Borders could create more than 2,000 jobs 
and £112m in direct GVA by 2030. 

 
Finance Solutions 

 
Funding has been identified as a major driver and challenge for the retrofit market. 
The investment needed across the domestic portfolio for Scotland and UK has been 
estimated to be in the billions of pounds. 

 
Government policy and regulation are driving certainty of pipeline. In the current cost- 
of-living crisis both private finance and public funding mechanisms are needed to 
unlock the scale required. Most interviewees cited finance or cost as a barrier to 
delivering scale: 

 

“Budgets always comes first particular in non-domestic when looking at options for 
reducing energy demand. Additional money on surveying or technology options to 
deliver better solutions are not always considered due to additional costs on 
services”. 

 
“The grant system needs simplified far too hard to work out eligibility.” 

 

“A managed scheme has a degree of certainty but there is no equivalent for the 
private market.” 
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To understand the finance options in retrofit we consider the different barriers for each 
ownership group. Owner-occupiers experience long payback periods with limited 
impact on property value: 

 

 
Private-rented sector requires a ‘split incentive’, the landlord pays for energy efficiency 
improvements and tenants accrue the benefit through reduced energy bills. The tenant 
is incentivised by reduced energy bills and a comfortable, well ventilated home. 
However the landlord needs incentive either by Scottish Government incentive 
scheme or legislation in place. In the social housing sector, the short-term nature of 
grant schemes prevents more ambitious retrofit projects. Interviewees who work in 
social housing retrofit cited examples in multi tenure flats or mixed-use stock where 
large-scale retrofit projects were prevented due to private individual lack of uptake. 

 
Previous grant programmes for decarbonisation have been competitive in nature with 
short application windows and complex application processes. Many social landlords 
have not been able to make applications to this type of scheme despite the need for 
financial support. A consistent multi-year fund, allocated based on need, would enable 
social landlords to plan more effectively and access the support required[31]. 

 
In 2020 the Green Finance Institute released a report with 21 scalable demonstrator 
projects, designed to overcome the barriers to mobilising capital towards the social 
rented, private-rented and owner-occupied domestic sectors. We have listed some of 
these below. 

 
 

Figure 29 - Extract of scalable demonstrator project, identified by Green Finance Institute (Energy service) 

 

 
Please note MEES is the UK version of private rented sector EPC targets. 

“Energy efficiency is a low indication of whether people buy a house”. 
 

“50, 60-year payback periods are not attractive to the general market.” 
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Figure 30 - Extract of scalable demonstrator project, identified by Green Finance Institute (Data + enabling) 

 

Figure 31 - Extract of scalable demonstrator project, identified by Green Finance Institute(lendinf procedure) 
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Interviewees suggested green mortgages, VAT reduction, energy efficiency linked to 
lower council tax and loans with cheaper interest rates as ways of providing finance to 
the private market. One recommendation would be to work with the Green Heat 
Finance Taskforce to create a pilot: 

 

 
Green Heat Finance Taskforce 

 
The HiB Strategy also cited finance as a significant driver to deliver the strategy and 
included a commitment to establish a Green Heat Finance Taskforce. The group is 
developing a portfolio of innovative financial solutions and the final report will be 
published in September 2023. 

 
It was noted, 

“Local authorities may be best-placed to promote uptake of energy efficiency 
improvements to buildings by means of a ‘place-based’ approach and the green bond 
market has been the most popular model for retrofit. Sustainability linked loans have 
strong growth in the real estate sector. Other models were Green REITS (real estate 
investment trust).” 

 
Housing Association Charities Trust 

 

Housing Association Charities Trust (HACT) is a UK organisation which drives value 
in social housing by unlocking the potential for innovation and change. The charity 
supports the housing sector with research, case studies and online tools to generate 
insights, build trust with stakeholders and drive value. They delivered the first carbon 
offsetting scheme to deliver additional finance to social landlords. “Retrofit Credits” will 
provide a channel for investment in social housing retrofit by verifying the emission 
reductions and social value of housing retrofit projects and originating carbon credits 
backed by those emission reductions. The carbon credit programme, measures the 
increase in health benefits and the reduction in carbon emissions, with 1 ton of carbon 
emissions saved equalling 1 credit and the sale of 1 credit being £2,000.00. 

 
“Funding, funding, funding. The industry is teeming with ideas but focus on those 
who are developing a range of services to support households and communities. You 
will see the delivery of retrofit measures emerge, but you will also see so much more 
in terms of a wider range of “co-benefit” impacts.” 

https://hact.org.uk/retrofit-credits/
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Figure 32 - Overview, Retrofit Credits - HACT + Arctica 

 

 

Scotland and UK Finance 
 

Scottish National Investment Bank 
 

The Scottish National Investment Bank (SNIB) is a state-owned investment and 
national development bank who invest on a long-term and commercial basis in 
innovative businesses, projects, and communities, through debt, equity, and fund 
investment. Their analysis is that the individual, building by building approach is not 
generating enough demand for retrofitting to stimulate markets and deliver the kind of 
pace and scale needed to meet climate goals. Planned future regulation sets great 
ambitions for energy efficiency improvements and connection to net zero heat sources 
with clear dates, to drive increase in demand. SNIB have said that “Large scale 
approaches are not yet delivery-ready' and that Scotland needs an already proven 
pilot that demonstrates where SNIB should invest capital[32]. 

 

Banks without Boundaries – Net Zero Neighbourhoods 
 

Banks without Boundaries (BwB) is a not-for-profit firm staffed with senior ex-bankers. 
They apply financial knowledge and concepts to projects with environmental and social 
outcomes to help mobilise private capital across a range of sectors. 

 
One of their key goals is to develop a model capable of scaling both the delivery and 

funding for retrofit by overcoming existing barriers. Measures aimed at individual 

householders typically struggle to gain scale because of a significant mismatch 

between the unavoidable economic payback characteristics of deep retrofit (30-50 

years) and the investment required per home. 

 

A whole neighbourhood (1000 homes at a time) retrofit approach, including fabric first, 
heat decarbonisation and renewable generation/storage, allied with a range of 
neighbourhood investments e.g., mobility infrastructure, green infrastructure, 
community investments, named the NetZero Neighbourhood model as a solution. It 
uses a Pay as You Save model with no debt on the individual or the property, thereby 
making it theoretically fit for any ownership type. The model collects part of the energy 
saving via a utility bill collected “comfort fee” delivered into a Special Purpose Vehicle 
(SPV) on multi-decade property linked contracts. These can be aggregated and sold 

https://www.thebank.scot/
https://www.bwb.earth/
https://hact.org.uk/retrofit-credits/
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to pension/insurance funds as part of a blended finance structure. 50-66% of the 
funding could be supported in this way with private capital, significantly reducing the 
need for public funding. 

 

European Finance Models 
 

Germany 
 

The Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) is a government-owned bank in Germany 
established to aid post-war reconstruction. It provides financial support for retrofit 
projects by acting as a mediator between owners and capital markets. 

 
The retrofitting of buildings, both public and private, is being driven by the German 
government through a three-pillar system. The first pillar involves regulation to reduce 
energy demand and promote renewables. The second focuses on creating financial 
incentives and stimulating investment to reduce energy demand. The third pillar 
emphasises providing energy-saving information and advice. 

 

There are several key principles, these include, providing repayable loans with 
favourable terms, performance-based investment subsidies, qualified expert advice 
and installation services, and requirements for investments in energy efficiency before 
subsidies for renewable energy are paid. 

 
Additionally, a whole-building (deep retrofit) approach to energy savings is adopted, 
and support is provided for experimentation and innovation building awareness for new 
approaches. The German government also recognises the significant role that public 
buildings play in demonstrating retrofit measures. 

 
The KfW offers loan and grant programs to support the retrofit economy, with 
incentives for building owners to exceed base performance requirements. The 
program covers retrofit costs up to 100,000 Euros per unit and offers low interest rates, 
with up to 30% of the loan transferred to a grant if energy performance standards are 
met. The program covers technical measures such as increased insulation, 
replacement windows, and renewable energy sources. The program has led to 
significant investment, energy savings, and job creation in the building and supply- 
related industries in Germany. 

 
Italy 

 

The Super Ecobonus is an Italian government program launched in 2020 aimed at 
promoting energy-efficient retrofit in domestic and non-domestic buildings. The 
scheme pays homeowners to make their homes more energy efficient by providing 
incentives in the form of tax credits, grants, and subsidised loans. 

 
The Italian government will fund up to 110% of the renovation costs for energy-efficient 
upgrades such as insulation, heating, cooling, ventilation systems, and renewable 
energy sources like solar panels. Homeowners can also claim tax credits of up to 50% 
of the total renovation costs. The program is open to all Italian citizens, including 
landlords and businesses, and there is no cap on the amount of funding that can be 
granted. 
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The aim of the Super Ecobonus scheme is to reduce Italy's carbon emissions and energy 
consumption, create new job opportunities, and boost the country's economy through 
increased construction activity. The scheme has been very successful, with over 350,000 
applications received in its first year. Knauf Insulation, a manufacturer of insulation products, 
is calling for similar programs to be introduced across Europe to help other countries rebuild 
their post-pandemic economies. 

 

Research and Development Funding Support 

 
There are several initiatives ranging from public funding to competitive research grants 
in the research and development space for retrofit technology enablers. 

 
Green Heat Innovation Support Programme - Scottish Enterprise 

 

Green Heat Innovation Support Programme (GHISP) programme supports innovation 
and capital investment to accelerate the roll out and adoption of green heating 
solutions and associated products. It encourages the growth of Scotland’s green heat 
market by helping support the development of energy efficiency products, thermal 
storage and enabling solutions like digital and smart controls. The programme also 
supports the heat pump and heat networks sectors although they are outside the 
scope of this report. 

 
Transport Scotland/ BE-ST - NearHome - R&D Case Study 

 
Helping retrofit public spaces into sustainable office alternatives, reflecting the 

changing working patterns of a post-Covid Scotland. The toolkit, which is freely 

available to businesses and construction firms, centres around a kit-of-parts structure 

which can be installed quickly and with minimal interference to the building’s external 

fabric. It offers a retrofit solution for buildings that may have previously been 

considered too difficult or costly to retrofit. Sustainability is at the core of design, 

manufactured using Scottish timber, to form a structure which is easily deconstructed 

and re-used if required. This project is open source and can be used by any building 

owner. 

 
Innovate UK’s Net Zero Heat programme 

 

Innovate UK works with key partners to overcome barriers for faster roll-out of 
decarbonised heat for buildings. Focused on market demand, green finance, and 
design engineering. These are competitive R&D funds a rolling basis which fund 
innovation within products and services to look at standardised information for 
interventions, green finance leading to growth in supply chains and localised 
deployment and support for fast growth companies to increase capacity and achieve 
accreditation. Design engineering also looks to reduce capital and installation cost 
across the system of net zero renovation (fabric and decarbonised heat technology, 
including installation). They have included programme like Innovate UK- Net Zero Heat 
- rapid assessment of building fabric and the Net Zero Living Fast Followers 
programmes. 

https://www.scottish-enterprise.com/support-for-businesses/funding-and-grants/business-grants/green-heat-innovation-support-programme
https://www.ukri.org/blog/explaining-the-net-zero-heat-programme/?_ga=2.147563902.818157500.1686739369-1687424509.1667470127
https://iuk.ktn-uk.org/infrastructure/buildings
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In summary, each of the finance and R&D models identified highlights the need to 
unlock retrofit at scale. Place-based large scale retrofit delivered in partnership with 
local and national government is key to delivering the pipeline and certainty for the 
market. This would then allow the supply chain to invest in skills and accreditation 
pathways. 
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Chapter 5 - Recommendations 
 

As highlighted throughout the report there are many approaches which Scottish 
Enterprise, Scottish Government and other delivery agencies could take to support the 
growth of the retrofit market. In addition to supporting innovation for retrofit EEM 
products and services, unlocking a consistent market demand through green finance 
and raising public awareness. 

 
Products 

 
Glazed Windows and Doors 

 
• Create a collaborative programme of support for grant funding investment to 

work with systems producers, fabricators, and associated supply chain to 

develop a new profile design to be produced in the UK for triple glazed IGU’s. 

• Support windows supply chain to look at innovation within component 

manufacture for embodied carbon or Passivhaus certification. 

• Support windows supply chain to innovate within new composites using raw 

materials. 

• Support investment by Scottish Government in certification and testing 

capabilities for new window products to unblock commercialisation challenges. 

 
Insulation 

 
• Develop a support framework to work with insulation manufacturers to build on 

integrating supply chain. 

• Strengthen the fundamental and applied research into, for example, natural 

fibre insulation materials. 

• Raise awareness about sustainable insulation amongst potential materials 
suppliers (for example wool and wood fibre demonstrating the potential to 
access new markets. 

• Create networking events to foster relationships between potential suppliers 
and product manufacturers. 

• Identify other Scottish case study examples to provide valuable data / insights 
to support policy initiatives for natural insulation. 

• Provide investment to help potential suppliers enter the market (in addition to, 
for example, Zero Waste Scotland ZWS funding opportunities) – capital has 
been invested in manufacturers, but other members of the supply chain would 
benefit from support to de-risk the move into a new market for, for example, 
timber suppliers, etc. 

• Review the accreditation and testing framework to better accommodate natural 
fibre insulation products. 

• Work with funders to look at investment in certification and test facility 
infrastructure in Scotland. 

• Work with Offsite panel manufacturers and clients with large scale retrofit need 
to design a panelised system. 
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• Work with the Offsite/energy supply chain to support the design of a retrofit 
energy pod. 

• Work with supply chain on developing the installers skills for an Offsite 
panelised solution. 

 
Services - Digital 

 
• Work with industry to support a digital platform for the owner-occupied private 

rented sector. 

• Increase innovation around the development of digital platforms. 

• Raise awareness with social landlords on existing digital platforms to plan large 
scale retrofit programmes. 

• Run workshops with private homeowners to find out what support they need. 

• Run workshops with EPC services providers to examine opportunity to scale 
the retrofit market for example rapid assessment of building fabric. 

• Increase innovation within digital solutions for modelling- thermal bridging, 
moisture. 

 

 
Skills and training 

 
• Develop a building physics module to be delivered to various levels of tertiary 

and university education. 

• Develop a “Build the Junction-Model the Junction” workshop to help retrofit 

designers develop understanding of thermal modelling calculations. 

• Develop a suite of retrofit training rigs that can be adopted widely. 

• Funded large scale support for the adoption of PAS2035/PAS2030 

accreditation. 

• Workshops with supply chain to map support needed to upskill supply chain. 

• Develop a train the educator course for the tertiary education systems and 

support further and higher education in retrofit training programme. 

 

Finance 

 
• Identify an opportunity for a large-scale neighbourhood retrofit at scale with 

collaborative partnerships. 

• Work with retrofit intermediaries to replicate business models for local place- 
based organisations. 

• Engage with the Green Heat Finance team to pilot finance model. 

• Engage with funders of all government schemes to assess geographical supply 
chain opportunities for product/services. 

• Engage with the public sector decarbonisation programme to map out product 

opportunities for building fabric for non-domestic archetypes. 
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General 

 
• Increase access to sustainability-linked loans for SMEs 

• Develop archetype solutions for housing stock retrofit pattern book hosted and 
maintained on BE-ST platform. 

• Create dedicated “Green” or “Transition” SME funds. 

• Create advisory hubs that bring together customers, suppliers, and finance 
providers. 

• Create the rules and protocols to enable more accurate, real-time assessments 
of energy performance. 

• Strengthen the ecosystem of SME accelerators and growth hubs. 
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Methodology 
 
 
 

Self-completed survey issued to a wide audience through BE-ST and multiple stakeholder channels 

 
 

Sample 
 

 

128 responses 

43.7% from central belt of Scotland, 10.9% from Highland and Islands, 28.9% from rest of UK 

1/3rd responses from organisations of over 250 employees, 23.4% micro businesses 

52.3% professional services, 7.8% manufacturer, 22.6% public sector, 12.5% contractor also reflected in 

involvement in retrofit 
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Key findings: 
 
 

Average familiarity of the Heat & Buildings Strategy is around 56 from a scale of 1-100 

57.% of respondents believe the EPC system should be reformed as first step before we use it to set 

targets, 37.6% didn’t know. Common views include a lack of flexibility, both in terms of metrics and taking 

into account different materials and technologies. 

• A lot of feedback related to issues with the tool, the software is not flexible, can lead to inaccurate results, is 

not focused on building fabric, generally that the current tool is not fit for purpose and something like the 

PHPP would be better suited (all comments on slides 17-19). 
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Key findings: 
 
 
 

47.7% of respondents believe the proposed EPC C targets are achievable with some work, 14.6% believe 

they are achievable, 22.9% believe they are not achievable. The most common barriers of cost, finance 

and lack of skills were most commonly highlighted, with the need for greater Government backing and more 

advice for homeowners. See all comments on slides 21-24. 

33.9% respondents believe that previous EPC targets set by EESSH legislation for social housing 

are behind, 7.3% believe they are on track, 7.3% believe they are not achievable. Comments related to 

there being not enough focus on fabric performance, there is too much variation within EPC bands for this 

to be useful and the targets are not ambitious enough. 

22.9% respondents believe that the average cost to retrofit a home is £20-30,000, 33% believe the figure 

lies between £35-50,OOO and 10% believe the cost is higher than £50,000. There is a common 

consensus that there are many variable factors which make this figure wide ranging. It was also noted that 

the closer to net zero, and the better quality retrofit, the higher the cost. 
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Key findings: 
 
 
 

62.3% of respondents have a medium to high awareness of public sector funding for retrofit, 37.6% have 

no awareness. It was frequently mentioned that funding routes were limited and the landscape frequently 

changing, and several mentioned a lack of awareness of funding for the homeowner. Comments 

varied significantly suggesting that there are a lot of mixed messages and unclear guidance/communication 

around funding availability. 

52.6% of respondents have engaged with retrofit resources and support to some extent, 15% extensively 

and 27.9% not at all. Most of the examples given were of low level engagement such as CPD, events and 

other knowledge exchange activity. 

62% respondents had medium or high knowledge or experience with step-by-step whole-house retrofit 

vs single measure, 19.3% low and 13.9% none. 

67.3% respondents had medium or high knowledge or experience with retrofit guidance, 23% had low 

and 4.4% had none. 

36.26% respondents had low knowledge or experience with services/technology in non-domestic 

retrofit, 17.5% had none, 27.4% had medium and 13.1% high. 
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Key findings: 
 
 
 
 

 

The main enablers for the adoption of both domestic and non-domestic retrofit ranked similarly in order of 

importance: 

1. Funding 

2. Affordability 

3. Clarity on policy & regulation 

4. Availability of skills 

5. Availability of products & services 

6. Knowledge of climate change 
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Key findings: 

The main barriers to enabling retrofit in the supply chain were: 

Skills was the highest ranked barrier to enabling retrofit in the supply chain (70.4% respondents), 

followed by clarity on government policies and targets (52.8%), public procurement (41.1%) and tenant 

engagement (40.1%) 

Administration of paperwork, certification, pipeline, accreditation and public procurement were mainly 

ranked as medium barriers 

Comments referred to lack of skills with mention of the uncertainty on quality assurance (PAS 2035) 

impacting on momentum to upskill the workforce, but also included delays in processing an insulation 

grant, VAT on new build vs VAT on retrofit, lack of support to enable contractors to gain accreditation 

especially in rural areas 
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Key findings: 

There was a lot of feedback with regard to identifying areas of support to help stimulate further adoption and 

implementation of energy efficiency measures for domestic and non-domestic retrofit. The most common 

themes were: 

• Need for a clear retrofit strategy, policy, standards from Government 

• Incentives for people to skill up 

• Incentives for homeowners to retrofit 

• Better access to resources, knowledge & information 

• Availability of funding 

• Simplification of the process 

 
 

See slides 42-46 for all comments. 
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Key findings: 

There is an overall consensus that demand for products/services will increase over the next 5 years to meet 

opportunities created by retrofit. Varying degrees of the level of increase, comments included: 

 
 

• 50% increase expected 

• Increasing rapidly but a lack of skills holding that back 

• Patchily at best, given the current policy environment 

• Increasing but lack of funding 

• Two mentions of investment needed were of £1-2m (retrofit products) and £6m+ (insulation) 

 
 

See all comments on slides 47-52. 
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02 Full results 



 

Q1: Please indicate the region in which your organisation mainly operates: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

South of Scotland 
 
 

 
Central Scotland 

 
 

 
North East (eg. Aberdeen, Dundee, Perth) 

 
 

 
Highlands and Islands 

 
 

 
Rest of UK 

 
 

 
Other (please specify) 

3.91% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2.34% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10.94% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
10.16% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

28.91% 

 
 
 

 
43.75% 
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Q2: Organisation size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Less than 10 employees 

 
 
 

10-49 employees 
 
 
 

50-249 employees 
 
 
 

More than 250 employees 

 
 
 

Not applicable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
0.78% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14.84% 

23.44% 
 
 
 

27.34% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
33.59% 
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Q3: Which best describes your organisation? 
 
 
 

 

Manufacturer - windows/doors/solar panels/smart meters/smart 

controls/insulation/draft proofing 

 

Distributor/supplier - windows/doors/solar panels/smart meters/smart 

controls/insulation/draft proofing 
 

Public sector - funder/client/portfolio owner/policy/research/housing 

association 

 

 
Private sector - homeowner/private rented sector landlord 

 
 
 

Real Estate - commercial landlord/asset manager/facilities manager 
 

 
Professional services - designer/architect/ modelling services/installer/air 

tightness testing/retrofit assessor/retrofit co-ordinator/engineer/EPC assessor 

 

 
Contractor - main or sub 

 

7.81% 
 
 
 

2.34% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.34% 
 
 
 

0.00% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12.50% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22.66% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
52.34% 
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Q4: Thinking specifically about retrofit, in which way does your organisation work 

in the retrofit space? (Tick all that apply) 
 
 
 
 

Manufacturer - windows/doors/solar panels/smart meters/smart 

controls/insulation/draft proofing 

 

Distributor/supplier - windows/doors/solar panels/smart meters/smart 

controls/insulation/draft proofing 

 

Public sector - funder/client/portfolio owner/policy/research/housing 

association 

 

 
Private sector - homeowner/private rented sector landlord 

 
 
 

Real Estate - commercial landlord/asset manager/facilities manager 
 

 
Professional services - designer/architect/ modelling services/installer/air 

tightness testing/retrofit assessor/retrofit co-ordinator/engineer/EPC assessor 
 

 
Contractor - main or sub 

 
7.81% 

 
 
 

2.34% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.34% 
 
 
 

0.00% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12.50% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
22.66% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

52.34% 
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Q5: How familiar are you with targets set out in the Heat in Buildings Strategy 

which set out legally binding targets for EPC’s in all buildings? – Average rating 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
56 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
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Q6: In your view should the EPC system be reformed as 

first step before we use it to set targets? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Yes 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Don't know 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.59% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

37.61% 

57.80% 

 
 
 
 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
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Q6: If yes, what changes do you feel are required? 
 

It is not based on measured data and does not address real operational 

energy targets, often based on assumptions 

 
Need to be changed to provide a more accurate estimate of energy bill 

savings, carbon savings. 

 
There needs to be more flexibility in the software and scope for more detail. 

 
The carbon content of electricity should be regionally defined. At present 

the uk electricity mix figures are used in Scottish Regulations. Combined 

with more extreme weather data, this works against any form of electric 

heating system, especially in north of Scotland. In general EpC 

methodology should be upgraded and furthermore it Should be redefined 

as a CPC carbon performance certificate. 

 
Better calculation method needed eg Passivhaus, correlation between 

rating and actual performance is poor 

 
Measured HTC instead of RdSAP 'date constructed' assumptions. Focus 

on kW and kWh/m2/yr. 

 
Move away from cost based metric 

 
A better way to value different measures and take into consideration actual 

vs anticipated performance 

Should focus on the fabric first approach insulate doors windows wall roofs 
first 

 
Different metrics are needed, for example kWh/m2/year or HLP 

Materials choices should be taken into account 

Fabric performance of the house should be the benchmark - minimum u- 

values and air-tightness. 

 
Changes to underlying RdSap to better account for the impact of retrofitted 

measures. Additional accounting of the affordability of warmth for the 

occupant. 

 
Make it more accurate and flexible - there are too many massive 

assumptions 

 
Realists do take renewable tech into account 

 
There needs to be clearer indicators of the required EE measures which 

reduce heat demand, prominent recommendations and advice on the switch 

to low carbon heating and clearer indicators of actual running costs. 

 
It needs more detail, e.g. MVHR performance data, not just a tick box 

exercise. 
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Q6: If yes, what changes do you feel are required? 
 

The calculation method is too simplified and relies on too many assumptions 
rather than real world performance. It also takes no account of embodied 

carbon. 

 
PHPP for all buildings 

 
Much more detailed analysis of building fabric as the current system is VERY 

inaccurate even for buildings of standard construction. I expect current 

statistics on housing stock EPC ratings are therefore not reflecting reality. A 

much more accurate system is essential in order to make informed decisions 

on suitable retrofit actions. 

 
Preference for real world performance rather than presumed performance 

based on assumed fabric state. Need for it to better reflect carbon emissions 

and stop marking householders down for having a heat pump 

 
Looking at Energy Use Intensity and measuring fabric better 

 
Needs to become more closely matched with actual building performance 

 
Build types are a guess most of the time with different build types being put 

forward for different buildings in the same block. If we are working towards 

fabric first glazing should be looked at more. 

Carbon metric should be added, including embodied carbon of materials. 
There could also be a follow on check to make sure the building is 

performing a year after the initial certificate, to address the performance gap 

between what is claimed and actual energy use. 

 
To reflect true energy performance and transition away from assumed, 

default values along with outdated cost and carbon values which does not 

currently incentive low carbon solutions. 

 
Align or replace with a more rigorous standard such as Passivhaus which 

more closely reflects in-use energy and emissions, and has a more holistic 

approach to meeting targets. Embodied energy and emissions should also 

be counted, against the buildings design life. A further mechanism to 

compare targets in domestic dwellings per capita rather than per m2 could 

help normalise larger houses which have disproportionately high energy use 

per capita. 

More accurate modelling which better reflects in use performance 

Full SAP as a minimum required to establish EPC rating. Too many 

assumptions and not enough modelling invested in RdSAP. Should also 
include real time energy consumption 

 
The EPC bands should be replaced with a requirement to achieve a heating 

demand target. This will help to ensure that a fabric first approach is 

implemented and remove barriers to the uptake of low carbon heating 

systems. 
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Q6: If yes, what changes do you feel are required? 
 

It doesn't matter too much. If the business case stacks up, people will do it 
regardless 

 
Additional Assessor training develop greater consistency, Add cost saving to 

existing payback period. 

 
Identify levels of Direct Electric heating options and place a hierarchy on 

these based on performance in real life retrofits - not how they perform in a 

controlled research centre. 

 
I feel the EPC should take an even view of all the items that will help reduce 

energy waste and not simple add items to achieve a score 

 
This and it needs to be kept under regular review 

 
Currently using gas gives higher band that electricity, eg heat pump. 

Discourages decarbonisation 

 
Tighter guidelines and stricter inputs to prove accurate data 

 
A move to a model that uses in situ monitored data and more accurate 

predictions using phpp 

 
More reflective of actual building performance and not notional assumed or 

generic point scoring upgrades 

 
Energy Use and not RdSAP - too limiting in predicting performance 

Take cognisance of traditionally built structures (pre-1919 construction) 

 
Too many assumptions are made. It's not detailed enough. Weighted towards 

gas boilers. Should link to a retrofit plan. 

 
More accurate data on specific home types 

 
Experts don't feel current system fit for purpose - little point in carry on using 

a broken system. 
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Consultations on proposed regulations will happen from 2023-2025 to set targets for owner occupied households to achieve an EPC C by 2033 (moved 

forward from 2040) at defined trigger points. Also in the consultation, where it is not technically feasible or cost-effective for EPC C, a minimum level of 

fabric energy performance through improvement to walls, roof, floor and windows would be required. 

 

Q7: Do you think the above targets are achievable? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Yes 
 
 
 
 
 

Possibly but needs work 
 
 
 
 
 

No 
 
 
 
 
 

Don't know 

14.68% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14.68% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
22.94% 

 
 
 
 
 

 
47.71% 

 
 
 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
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Q7: Do you think the targets are achievable? 
 

Retrofit at scale needs to be accelerated 

Funding, incentives and capacity 

The sheer number of households and the lack of an established supply 

chain. 

 
There doesn't seem to be enough money around, or skills or awareness. 

 
The overall indoor air quality of any dwelling needs defined in order to 

prevent indirect consequences of the application of poor insulation 

 
Large volume 

 
Too costly for owners 

 
It may not be feasible for property owners to cover the costs of retrofit 

upgrades - people are living in fuel poverty and may not be able to cover 

the capital costs. 

 
LETI is developing innovative process/products/productivity improvement 

guidance to dramatically reduce retrofit costs 

 
A lot of very expensive internal wall insulation work will be required for 

Scotland’s housing stock to meet an EPC C and there is no will for it or 

funding. More likely to have a fraudulent EPC carried out than to spend 

£25k ripping out kitchens and bathrooms to insulate solid walls 

Yes but only if EPCs are reformed or replaced 

 
Issue of scale, financing & practicalities for owners/residents 

 
There is a cultural shift required to either accept loss of space internally to 

buildings or accept that the exterior of buildings will be aesthetically altered 

with external insulation 

 
Measurement of results and workmanship is vital, grant funding or tax 

reduction essential 

 
Defined min targets for traditional stone built properties are not appropriate 

and may cause harm to the property and peoples health, a holistic 

conservation based approach should be used to identify the an appropriate 

and achievable level of performance. 

 
Sufficient mechanisms don't yet exist to support the delivery of these 

targets. This includes a competent and significantly scaled supply chain, a 

clear route of support for households and financial incentives to incentivise 

action. 

 
The improvement of the fabric of buildings requires more than just 

insulation and air tightness products. It requires a completely different 

ventilation strategy. Our construction industry has no training in either of 

these and has not really moved forwards in its skills since 2007 due to the 

lack of training. Much more emphasis on training needs to be paid, in order 

to change anything in reality. 
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Q7: Do you think the targets are achievable? 
 

Lack of funding, lack of will from general population who do not want the 

disturbance of Retrofit. 

 
It is a sub par approach and we believe in having a superior target 

 
I expect the key restriction to mass-scale retrofit is availability of skilled 

labour. In so far, aiming for EPC C level by 2033 would waste thus and 

other precious resources. Buildings retrofitted now are very likely to still be 

around in 2050 when much higher efficiency than EPC C will have to 

achieved. Therefore, if retrofitting now, wherever possible, aim for EPC A or 

preferably 'Passivhaus Institute EnerPHit' level. As shown by LETI 

research, buildings will need to reach EnerPHit level to bring CO2 

emissions down to the required level. Any insufficiently ambitious retrofit 

measure taken now would therefore have to be dismantled and redone 

between 2033 and 2050. This would be an inexcusable mistake. So, 

please, wherever possible retrofit to EnerPHit level NOW and not after 

2033. Achieving a higher efficiency level now will result in a smaller heating 

system, either reducing changes to existing central heating systems to be 

used with a heat pump or reducing heat demand to be met by a much 

cheaper air-to-air heat pump (as is used in Passivhaus CompactUnits). 

 
Serious skills shortage for retrofit, retrofit expensive and technically 

challenging for householders 

 
Owner Occupiers need better advice. Supply chain for owners needs to be 

improved in terms of numbers and technical competence 

There needs to be more funding made available 

 
There are plenty of case studies where even hard to treat properties have 

increased an EPC with a deep whole house retrofit - it requires 

commitment and funding but is achievable 

 
Not convinced that there is the political weight behind this nor enough 

funding nor the skills + people needed within the construction sector 

 
Legislation will hopefully drive demand allowing localised skills and 

capability to increase - but we also need a defined retrofit strategy with a 

combination of public and private finance mechanisms. 

 
Lack of clear strategy or awareness of fundings. 

 
Government needs to back even modest targets with investment in trades, 

skills, incentives and other financing 

 
They are achievable in theory but greater support is required from 

government and in upskilling the industry to achieve this 

 
Without a change in government funding, finance structures and 

homeowner support, this feels very difficult to achieve. 

 
EPC band C is under ambitious. The standards should do more to 

encourage higher levels of efficiency through funding of whole house 

retrofit 
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Q7: Do you think the targets are achievable? 
 

Half the EPC's are wrong and Govt will change their mind. Its a vote loser. 

 
Inadequate funding, installer capacity, labour training 

Owner occupiers are likely to find costs hugely prohibitive 

There are a lot of old buildings which require work to meet this target. 

it's very difficult to place controls on people's houses 

We have the ability to make this happen but it will need funding for some 

sectors to scale up now. 

 
Do not know enough about the topic 

 
How can you force households to spend money, when they are already 

stretched by high inflation and wages that are not keeping pace. 

 
Insufficient government commitment to the target 

 
We need to upskill and really understand the whole building not simply 

single parts 

 
If this for new builds of existing housing stock? If yes, what legal right do 

the government have to enforce that people upgrade their house to meet 

these requirements? This would seem very totalitarian. 

Accessible grants and subsidies will be necessary 

 
Not unless funding is provided for older properties 

 
need to police this more and develop products and services with costs that 

can help achieve this 

 
The level of skill, knowledge and supply chain are not developed to deliver 

this scale of retrofit 

 
Disengagement and no route to market or funding for legislating or funding 

owner occupier EEMs in existing stock. Clarity should be sought on 

whether this question relates to all housing stock of just RSL stock 

 
Cost to homeowners in order to achieve this 

Requires education, funding and incentives 

The supply chain isn't there, particularly in rural areas. 

Funding, lack of skills/trades, lack of knowledge 

Needs to work with services to avoid unforseen consequences. Whole 

house retorfit approach similar t oPAS2935 for accountability and diligence. 
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Q7: Do you think the targets are achievable? 
 

Traditionally built structures perform differently to modern (post 1919) 

structures. A different way to measure their energy performance requires to 

be calculated/ developed 

 
The targets are too low and have to be exceeded to avoid excessive costs 

of the transition. 

 
Proper surveys are needed first. Too many unwilling owners if you can find 

them all. Too many properties in un-factored blocks of flats. 

 
If date are being set back then the message is not being received, need 

more awareness to all landlords and homeowners 

 
Skills shortage, supply chain maturity, product development etc. 
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Q8: Do you believe previous EPC targets set by EESSH legislation for social 

housing (to achieve min SAP scores between C and D by 2020 at point of let) to 

be: 
 
 
 

 

On track 
 
 
 
 

 
Behind 

 
 
 
 

 
Not achievable 

 
 
 
 

 
Don't know 

7.34% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.34% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

33.94% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

51.38% 
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Q8: Comments on EPC targets 
 
 
 

Don't know anything about the EESSH legislation 

Industry could deliver better standards now 

Majority met standard by deadline 

No budget available 

 
Too complicated too much red tape 

 
SAP also a flawed system - not enough focus on fabric performance 

 
As per the above, I don't think these targets are ambitious enough. On 

another note, from observation of retrofit measures on social housing 

around Dundee, poor retrofit design and strategy has caused huge thermal 

bridges around external wall insulation. It appears a complete lack of 

understanding if thermal bridging and retrofitted insulation pervades many 

current contractors. Poor choice of vapour-closed insulation materials will 

invariably cause long-term problems with moisture in the building fabric and 

also occupants. This is extremely frustrating given that there is plenty of 

evidence on how to retrofit properly (ref. AECB Carbonlite and Passivhaus 

Designer/Contractor courses). 

There is too much variation within EPC bands for this to be useful. 

 
A number of landlords are reliant on exemptions to achieve compliance but 

these should be challenged - social housing has the opportunity to lead by 

example and help stimulate the retrofit market. 

 
Lack of awareness. It must become compulsory by law to happen. But then 

again there is not enough labour workforce to implement. 

 
The data might suggest "achieved" but in reality they are behind 

 
If this was SMART proven we would have been much closer to targets set. 

We have proved that we need to look in more detail on what we can/ need 

to provide to achieve the next target range. 

 
Do not know enough about the topic 

 
Scottish social housing is good, not so private landlords 

Some providers are on track. Not sure on a national level. 

It is now 2023 
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Q9: What do you believe is the average cost of a domestic retrofit per home? 
 
 
 
 

 

Up to £10,000 

 
 

 
£10,000-£20,000 

 
 

 
£20,000-£30,000 

1.83%  
 
 

 
16.51% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
22.94% 

 
 

 
£30,000 - £40,000 

 
 

 
£40,000-£50,000 

 
 

 
£50,000+ 

 
 
 
 

 
12.84% 

 
 

 
10.09% 

 
20.18% 

 
 

 
Don't know 

 
15.60% 

 

 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
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Q9: What do you believe is the average cost of a domestic retrofit per home? 
 

Whole house retrofit is a very labour intensive process of careful evaluation 

of proposed measures and addressing building defects and lack of 

maintenance prior to any works commencing. Testing and monitoring 

should form part of the budget allowance. Step by step long term retrofit 

can be achieved and form more realistic benchmarks for private owners. 

Retrofit plans aligned with PAS2035 will be required. 

 
Completely depends on the state of the house and what you're aiming for 

but more often the projects we are involved with are 30k+ 

 
External wall insulation + New windows + ventilation unit + ASHP 

Dependent on extents 

Scale of work involved and specification of technology or products - 

particularly emerging tech (ASHP) and historic buildings (listed or 

traditionally built) 

 
Halving of heat demand of typical archetype for ~£18k including heat 

pump. 

 
Dependent on too many factors 

 
Depends on the products, standards of installer and type of property 

Stick to improving the fabric simple things first 

 

It's a guess 

 
At least - to do it properly 

 
Answer is a guess, as this is a "how long is a piece of string" question. 

House/flat? detached/not/top floor/middle floor? It all matters. 

 
Most existing houses require significant repair work to be carried out in 

advance of retrofit 

 
This is what it costs us, anyway. You can do it for under £20k but it will be 

poor quality and use cheaper, fossil fuel derived products, 

 
30-40k per 80sqm at scale is possible from our studies 

 
The cost will vary hugely depending on building shape, size, location, 

exposure to wind and rain, type (flat, bungalow, semi etc.) and efficiency 

target. I guess most homes could be retrofitted within £50,000. 

 
It depends. If it's just a heat pump it's much more likely to be in a lower 

bracket but if you believe that all homes should have substantial fabric 

upgrades (which, incidentally, at Nesta we don't believe this) then the cost 

will be higher 

 
If it is to be heading towards net zero, it will be in the region of £80k 

Basic package of better windows, wall insulation and a heat pump 
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Q9: What do you believe is the average cost of a domestic retrofit per home? 
 

It will vary on the level of retrofit, I believe enerphit standard can cost 
between £800/ m2 to £1000/m2. 

 
I believe it is currently low, because not enough is being done - there needs 

to be a deep retrofit, whole building approach - fabric first including air 

tightness and appropriate insulation, and less focus on technical heating 

solutions. A well insulated airtight building needs hardly any heating at all. 

 
For basic upgrade of loft insulation, EWI, more energy efficient boiler and 

solar panels I think the costs would be in the region of £20-30k. 

 
We produce the National Schedule of Rates pricing tool and Retrofit 

Schedule 

 
For a deep retrofit that also achieves net-zero carbon emissions right now, 

it can't be anything less than £50k per unit - however if we can create 

demand and aggregation with sufficient skills and capability at a 

regional/local level this will help drive economies of scale. 

 
Minimum measure would include insulation, windows and ventilation. An 

expert should be involved which adds professional services fee. That gets 

easily to £40000 

 
This varies a lot, depending on the measures. A whole 80sqm house in 

London for a whole retrofit starts at £100K, fully insulated, ASHP and new 

windows. 

To reach net zero carbon, we are spending £100k+, more general retrofits 
which do not achieve net zero are closer to £30-40k 

 
Dependant on house type, size, location - but insulation to all external walls 

and roofs, replacement of external windows with double glazed units 

Light retrofit ~ £10k. Medium retrofit ~ £20k. Deep retrofit ~ £50k 

There needs to be a better understanding of the level of retrofit, again 

measured against a more robust standard such as Passivhaus - with that in 

mind, in order to meet future targets, not only do practically all the existing 

housing stock need to be upgraded, but also the vast majority of those 

currently in development. The cost to strip back to insulation component 

level and reinstate is substantial. 

 
but depends on level of retrofit required 

 
This is only to EPC C (approx). To do a proper deep retrofit, we're seeing 

costs of £1000+/m2 

 
Based on reported costs 

 
For a deep retrofit upgrade to achieve compatibility with a net zero future 

requires significant investment. Under ambition may save money in the 

short term but it is likely to lead to work being revisited and expensive 

remediation. Deep retrofit alongside quality assurance (such as PAS 2035) 

is required to meet goals 
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Q9: What do you believe is the average cost of a domestic retrofit per home? 
 

We have been involved in 70 SHDF bids. 

 
To achieve better EPC ratings, two key aspects are improvements in 

insulation and installation of new boilers. There is often a government 

subsidy that is available to help with this. 

 
Unsure as it depends on the level of retofit required and do not know 

enough about the EPC targets 

 
Far infrared heating would cost around £4K and a SunAmp water battery 

unit around £4k also per home to supply and install within a day or two. 

This would be with minimum distribution to the owner or tenant. Compared 

to ASPH where the refurbishment alone could potentially be £10k where 

radiators are replaced with larger units, water pipes are replaced under 

flooring - all to accommodate the required 40deg water flow. Not to mention 

the equipment storage and space required to install units. Then there is the 

ongoing maintenance costs to consider. 

 
This is really dependant on the size and nature of the retro fit needed 

Would depend on how many measures 

Insulation & Heating, closer to £30K really depends on measures 

 
It depends on the extent of what is being retrofitted. eg. Windows, solar, 

insulation (roof, EWI, etc.) heating. 

Heating and wall insulation costs are relatively high to include install costs 

Difficult to answer! Economies of scale skills help to bring down costs. 

It depends upon the level of intervention needed and whether carried out 

as a standalone project or as part of a refurb 

 
If whole house 

 
Depends on the type of building. Depends on what you think is needed to 

optimise costs of generation capacity (e.g. offshore wind), cost of grid 

upgrades, cost of demand reduction, and acceptable levels of disruption for 

households. 

 
Should we carry out work to current regs or plan for the future and Net Zero 

targets? Going to Passivhaus would be best but it's disruptive and 

expensive. 

 
I've heard that this is about what you're able to get in loans/grants in 

Scotland. 

 
material costs have risen 

 
Change in heating system, building fabric upgrade, H&S requirements, 

logistics etc. 
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Q10: What is your understanding or knowledge of current public sector funding 

availability in domestic retrofit? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

High 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Low - not aware 

15.05%  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
37.63% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

47.31% 
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Q10: What is your understanding or knowledge of current public sector funding 

availability in domestic retrofit? 
 

Some funding available for social housing providers (SHDF), private owner 

occupiers (HUG, ECO) but largely targeting only those on low income 

 
Piecemeal approach with no wholistic overview or quality control 

Not aware of significant funding availability 

Social Housing Net Zero Heat Fund , SHDF, Welsh ORP, etc 

 
I know of the LAD schemes, ECO, Home Energy Scotland, Warmer Homes 

Scotland etc 

 
Very difficult to navigate through 

 
Research suggested there is very little and it has reduced over the years 

 
We retrofit empty homes, sourcing funding from the local authority, charitable 

trusts and borrowing from supportive lenders. 

 
As far as I know, the support is aimed at low level retrofit measures, e.g. very 

moderate wall insulation where much thicker insulation should actually be 

applied and to a much higher degree of detail (to avoid thermal bridges). 

I'm aware of heat pump retrofit and ECO schemes, I'm not personally 

aware of either Scottish or locality specific schemes 

 
There is not much here. 

 
Funding is always changing and it is hard to keep up to date 

 
Aware of various ScotGov and UK Gov funding available for energy 

efficiency measures and retrofit works. 

 
I am aware of the founding but have not applied for any due to clients not 

meeting the requirements or wrong timing. 

 
Until it hits them on the face, institutions won't look into it. 

It would be nice to know more 

Funding is currently based on single measures. To achieve results funding 

needs to be refocused to fund a whole house approach. 

 
As a company - high, me personally medium 
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Q10: What is your understanding or knowledge of current public sector funding 

availability in domestic retrofit? 

 
There has never been funding for Far Infrared heating in Scotland. This 

had been swerved in favour of the more expensive, and potentially useless 

ASHP in retrofits. It’s time the government spoke to the UK Far Infrared 

experts at Flexel to get a better understanding of our solution and why it’s 

the perfect fit for the current housing heating crisis. 

 
Changes, so constantly keeping up to date 

 
I've recently completed domestic retrofit - insulation and ASHP, although 

the funding and rules do regularly change 

 
Home Energy Scotland 

 
work with the council to support this 

 
Didn't think there was anything directly available for home owners, aside 

from reduced heat pump costs. 
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Q11: To what level have you engaged with retrofit resources and support? (both 

public and private)? eg. business networks to promote awareness/uptake, 

industry working groups informing building standards, financial incentives and 

funding mechanisms. 
 
 
 

 

Extensively 

 
 
 
 

To some extent 
 
 
 
 

Not at all 
 
 
 
 

Don't know 
 
 
 
 

Not applicable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.23% 
 
 
 
 

1.08% 

15.05%  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
27.96% 

 
 
 
 

 
52.69% 
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Q11: To what level have you engaged with retrofit resources and support? (both public and private)? eg. business networks 

to promote awareness/uptake, industry working groups informing building standards, financial incentives and funding 

mechanisms. 
 

I am developing a regional retrofit programme for West Yorkshire 
Combined Authority and have been doing extensive research into the work 

of other LAs and Combined Authority's. 

 
Involved in local FABA seminars 

 
Local networking and CPD led by various organisations and professional 

bodies (CIOB) 

 
LETI (Low Energy Transformation Initiative) www.leti.uk 

 
TiG used to run a scheme in the OH but this has now stopped - not sure 

about wider Scotland funding that is available for clients 

 
We found the only option was VAT reduction, and that has been further 

constrained 

 
We're not directly involved in this, but have provided some householder 

focused resources for heat pump retrofit and commented on government 

documents 

 
From personal experience, there was very little financial support and lack 

of technical retrofit knowledge available in past years 

 
Try and attend as many events as possible 

Part of a Scottish working group for retrofit and PAS2035 professionals. 

Would like more info 

I engage with anybody that will listen about Far Infrared. SE, HeatSource, 

Architects, Building firms, College Lecturers, Modular companies, BE-ST to 

name a few but without the Green Party or SNP backing we are struggling 

to bring Far Infrared into the main stream of topic as it is in Europe where 

Gas is generally imported. Therefore Far Infrared has been the norm for 

heating for decades. 

 
i have a level 2 understanding of domestic retro fit and over 25 years 

experience in construction 

 
Only public sector. I feel the private sector not fully engaged yet. 

 
Completed own home retrofit (grant funding, new insulation and ASHP) and 

as part of certain projects as Quantity Surveyor working with public and 

private sector clients 

 
online courses for self development also hosting upskilling sessions to 

contractors 

 
Colleagues lead in this space and update team 

 
 

http://www.leti.uk/
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Q12: What level or knowledge or experience do you have in the following areas: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step-by-step whole-house retrofit approach versus single measures in the domestic 

market 

 
 
 
 
 

 
5.38% 

 
 
 

19.35% 

13.98% 

 

30.11% 

31.18% 

 

 
 
 
 

Retrofit guidance 

 
 
 

 
4.40% 

5.49% 

28.57% 
 

23.08% 

 

38.46% 

 

 
 
 
 

Services/technology within non-domestic retrofit 

 
 
 
 
 

5.49% 

13.19% 

 
 

 
17.58% 

 

27.47% 

 
 
 

36.26% 
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Q12: What level of knowledge or experience do you have in the following areas: 
 

We specialize in domestic market 

 
LETI has published guidance www.leti.uk/retrofit. New publication shortly 

on housing covering 'how many, how deep, at what cost' 

 
I'm a DEA of 10 years, Retrofit assessor and run a pas2030 insulation 

company and have insulated thousands of houses personally so have a 

decent understanding of domestic retrofit 

 
As far as building fabric improvements are concerned, I expect non- 

domestic buildings can benefit from similar retrofit measures originally 

developed for domestic buildings. So experience should be transferable 

whilst treating every building on its own merits - same as for every 

domestic retrofit project. 

 
Our focus is on heat decarbonisation only 

 
Myself and our team are technical retrofit specialists who also supply 

insulation on scale 

 
Architects by trade, but studying to become a retrofit coordinator. 

Would like more info 

We are not asked to discuss testing our products against other - and of 
course we would be delighted to do so. There are several current tests 

going on such as Energy House 2. We as manufacturers provide non- 

domestic solutions so are currently seeing an increase in commercial and 

industrial premises moving away from Gas air blowers in favour of high 

output, low energy EcoSun S+ far infrared units. Sales are bolstered in 

Scotland by the recent changes to EPC and SAP for this type of building 

especially where the owner rents. 

 
Passivhaus contractor, extensive retrofit cpd with Aecb, green register. 

Academic study of building physics and sustainability 

 
level 2 retrofit coordinator, part of the retrofit team to help domestic homes 
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Q13: What are the main enablers for the adoption of domestic retrofit? Rank in 

order of importance. 
 

 
 

Available funding 

 
 

 
2.15% 
2.15% 

 

 
7.53% 

 

19.35% 

 

24.73% 
44.09% 

 

 
 

Clarity on policy & legislation 

16.13% 
16.13% 

13.98% 
9.68% 

13.98% 

 
 

 
30.11% 

 

 
 

Affordability 

 
 
 

0.00% 

 
 

 
4.30% 

 

18.28% 
13.98% 

31.18% 
32.26% 

 

 
 

Knowledge of climate change 

2.15% 
3.23% 

4.30% 

 

 
13.98% 

15.05% 

 
 
 

61.29% 
 

 
 

Availability of skills 

 
 
 

1.08% 

5.38%  
15.05% 

 
16.13% 

 

27.96% 

 

 
34.41% 

 

 
 

Availability of products and services 

1.08%  
8.60% 

 

16.13% 
20.43% 

21.51% 

 
 

 
32.26% 
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Q14: What are the main enablers for the adoption of non-domestic retrofit? Rank 

in order of importance. 
 
 

 
 

Available funding 

 
 
 

1.08% 

 
 
 

6.45% 

 

15.05% 
16.13% 

 

21.51% 
 
 
 
 

 
32.26% 

39.78% 

 

Clarity on policy & legislation 
 

8.60% 
10.75% 

7.53% 

18.28% 
22.58% 

 

 
Affordability 

 
 
 

 
4.30% 

2.15% 
1.08% 

12.90% 

 
11.83% 

10.75% 

 
31.18% 

29.03% 

Knowledge of climate change 
 
 
 

 
Availability of skills 

8.60% 
 
 

6.45% 

17.20% 
13.98% 

 

 
12.90% 

18.28% 

21.51% 

 
 
 
 
 

30.11% 

 
 

56.99% 

 
 

 
Availability of products and services 

 

6.45% 

6.45% 

10.75% 

 
15.05% 

16.13% 

19.35% 

 
 
 

 
36.56% 
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Q15: In regards to the supply chain, to what extent are the following factors a 

barrier to accessing the retrofit market? 
 
 

 
 

Skills 
 

 
Accreditation 

 

 
Administration of paperwork 

 

 
Certification 

 

 
Pipeline 

3.41%  
 
 

13.48% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12.50% 
 

 
8.24% 

 
26.14% 

 
 
 
 

 
25.84% 

20.22% 
 

 
28.41% 

 

 
31.76% 

 
 
 
 

 
39.33% 

 
 
 

 
47.19% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

53.93% 
 

 
59.09% 

 

 
60.00% 

 
 

70.45% 

 

 

Public procurement 
 

 
Tenant engagement 

15.29% 
 

 
20.45% 

 
43.53% 

41.18% 
 

38.64% 
40.91% 

 

 

Clarity on government policies and targets 
5.75%  

41.38% 

 
 

52.87% 
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Q15: In regards to the supply chain, to what extent are the following factors a 

barrier to accessing the retrofit market? 
 

 

Process / products / productivity improvements 

 
Home Energy Scotland taking 3 months to process an insulation grant doesn't help things move quickly. 

 
I am not sure about his to interpret this question. Key problem at present is the availability of suitably trained builders. In my very own experience, I 

will likely be doing almost all my home retrofit (to EnerPHit level) work myself as I am unable to find builders with suitable training, experience and 

skills. 

 
Main obstacle to retrofit private property: VAT on new build vs VAT on retrofit. Planning requirements to prove lower carbon footprint on new built can 

be easily manipulated to make new build look more sustainable. Planners need to be trained and be able to read documentation submitted to spot 

false information. 

 
Government policy is under review which is discouraging investment in the public sector until intentions are clarified. The uncertainty on quality 

assurance (PAS 2035) is also impacting on momentum to upskill the workforce. 

 
Lots of opportunities, hard to find local skills 

 
Support is needed to enable contractors to gain accreditation especially in rural areas. Level of trust in retrofit is needed for engagement. 
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Q16: What support could help stimulate further adoption and implementation of 

energy efficiency measures for domestic and non-domestic retrofit? 
 

Cost benefit analysis of different technologies (£ and carbon). Whole life 

cost versus capital cost understanding. 

 
Need a clear retrofit strategy from Central Government, with appropriate 

carrot / stick to encourage behaviour change. Local Authority's need more 

funding and resources to implement projects. Grant funding needs to be 

more flexible, allowing area-based schemes and longer delivery windows 

are needed. Long term pipeline of projects needed to give supply chain / 

skills providers confidence to invest. 

 
Policy backed by structured framework for delivery including grant funding 

and public information campaign. 

 
There needs to be incentives for people to upskill. Awareness needs to be 

stimulated in the public area as to what retrofit is and what it can achieve 

 
Establishment of minimum compliance standards enforced through 

technical building standards 

 
Needs holistic approach to be effective - not piecemeal property owners 

therefore need designers with fully rounded skills as this is the first step, 

funding towards design would stimulate the right kind of retrofit 

Financial incentives for domestic clients 

 
Better understanding and desire to improve on the current building stock 

especially around financial cost and payback periods. Understanding the 

fiscal cost against the carbon cost of poor energy efficiency. 

 
Single point of contact integrated whole-house offering, cost optimised 

solutions, for delivering guarenteed in-use performance, backed up with 3rd 

part verification. 

 
Increase and continuation of 'energy efficiency' theme of Social Housing 

Net Zero Heat Fund 

 
Better processing times at Home Energy Scotland. The issue is that the 

more funding and quicker/easier implementation of Energy efficiency 

measures means the more crap work gets done by companies purely out 

to extract as much money as they can from government schemes. I would 

suggest scaling up Installers isn't the best approach. There should be more 

support for the small companies with 5-10 employees who do qualify work 

rather than the companies with 50+ who aren't able to monitor their staff 

properly and do all the crap work that we have seen over the past 2 

decades. How many installations did the Mark Group do that were funded 

by the government that are now being ripped out and replaced? Millions 
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Q16: What support could help stimulate further adoption and implementation of 

energy efficiency measures for domestic and non-domestic retrofit? 
 

Simple information on basic improvements 

 
Consistent sensible UK Government policy. Carefully targeted seed money 

 
Rather than piecemeal policies for just insulated internal lining for example 

- whole house approaches need to be adopted, it's more expensive though. 

 
Clear investment pipelines for sectors, not companies, to express scale of 

purchasing requirements to the market. 

 
Simple, clear and consistent grant and loan funding arrangements. 

Sufficient technical knowledge of decision makers. 

 
Financial support, by VAT reduction or grant funding 

 
Clear policy on the ending of all fossil fuels in domestic and commercial 

buildings 

 
There is a distinct lack of clear guidance and support for households 

seeking to retrofit outside of managed and funded schemes (like Warmer 

Homes Scotland and EES ABS). There needs to be more in-depth support 

for households to navigate the complexity and have the confidence to take 

action. 

Far more meet the buyer meetings with "real" opportunities discussed from 

all with true requirement 

 
1. Availability of training, e.g. there is no suitable training on Domestic 

ventilation available in the UK at the moment. 2. Mandatory training for 

installers, e.g. Domestic ventilation 

 
A massive increase in the number of people trained in the installation of low 

carbon retrofit solutions; adequate funding to make it happen; and 

incentives to encourage people to undergo the significant upheaval they 

must ensure whilst the work is ongoing. 

 
1. Certification scheme based on nationally recognised standards (e.g. 

EnerPHit) with verified performance to give people confidence in spending 

money on retrofit or buying a retrofitted property. 2. Support schemes to 

train retrofit workforce from consultants/advisors to builders. 3. Financial 

support to make it more affordable to retrofit a building to many more home 

owners. 

 
Skills and capacity of the sector need to increase. This means not just 

training but facilitation of those who wish to make a business in the sector 

to do so. This means long-termist policy, and also support for those who 

wish to pivot their business that's more complex than simply a short training 

course in the relevant technical skill. (Speaking from experience specifically 

in heat pumps in domestic retrofit settings) 
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Q16: What support could help stimulate further adoption and implementation of 

energy efficiency measures for domestic and non-domestic retrofit? 
 

Better Access to competent/knowledgeable trades Funding Support 

Interest free loans with a PAYS repayment scheme. 

Be good to reflect what some European countries are doing to fund fabric 

first approaches for homeowners - some even offer uplifts for lower 

embodied carbon insulations 

 
Education on how retrofit can help climate change 

 
To paraphrase Hemingway, these energy efficient changes will happen in 

two ways: gradually, then suddenly. I suspect we will see every house in 

Scotland have some sort of PV panels within the next 10-15 years. Just 

like driveways or extensions or a new car, monkey-see monkey-do will be 

the crest of the wave. 

 
The use of a National Schedule of Rates NSR would allow works to be 

scaled up and called off with speed, as well as give a transparent 

consistent way to having a predetermined cost. 

 
A blend of public and private financing models to achieve affordability and 

incentivize the "able to pay" sector who can ultimately drive this at the 

scale needed over the next 20+ years. 

In private residential sector VAT is our main issue to proceed with retrofit 

rather than new build. On projects £1m+ there is no funds that could be 

better than VAT reduction. 

 
Clarity of strategy and adoption of the correct materials to be use. To avoid 

green washing and problematic retrofits, some product should literally 

forbidden. 

 
Education and skills training, starting at high school/a-levels, up skilling 

current supply chain 

 
Awareness of what is on the market ie hydro genie systems 

 
Grants / funding, clarity on regulations and enforcement of regulations, 

easy access to skills and products 

 
Financial support. Education to customers to ensure participation and 

uptake. 

 
A “national retrofit timetable” perhaps where householders can see when 

their property will be dealt with, all other properties having been triaged for 

impact, urgency and suitability 

 
An increase in the availability of funding, both public and private. 
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Q16: What support could help stimulate further adoption and implementation of 

energy efficiency measures for domestic and non-domestic retrofit? 
 

Low cost finance mechanisms that are easy to understand, easy to apply 

for and not changed to suit election cycles. 

 
Education, training, awareness 

 
Government funding for whole house retrofit rather than single measures. 

Clear position on the adoption of PAS 2035 and the implementation of a 

Scottish trustmark. Standards based on energy use rather than cost to 

promote fabric first and zero direct emissions heating 

 
Ring fenced funding and clarity for the expected EPC rating for EESSH2 

A simplification on the entire process. Esp. funding 

Regulatory certainty 

 
1 singular policy with a centralised body providing guidance on a 

centralised single pot of money 

 
Better awareness through media and additional financial support. Then 

when people do engage make it achievable and supported. 

 
legislation? 

Education on the product’s availability in Scotland. Why ship in ASHP and 

rely of replacement parts from abroad when we have an alternative low 

cost, zero carbon solution right hear on our doorstep? It’s a balancing act 

to hit target for Scotland that appears to be 90% weighted on ASHP as the 

only solution to the problem when clearly this is wrong. 

 
Financial incentives 

 
Not enough knowledge to comment 

 
Guaranteed long term funding so that public sector clients can guarantee a 

pipeline of work and engage in partnering type contracts. This in turn will 

give contractors and their supply chains some security and more likely to 

invest in skills training and any new technology. 

 
Not sure 

 
Investment in skills and labor 

 
Better encouragement from central government 

 
Availability of funding for the changes that have the greatest effect on 

energy usage/ wastage 

 
Public funding 
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Q16: What support could help stimulate further adoption and implementation of 

energy efficiency measures for domestic and non-domestic retrofit? 
 

In the private domestic market do not need support, they need there to be 

a problem before they react. In the non-domestic market, these retrofitting 

needs to be the best option for cost and improvement of the building. 

 
Domestic and non domestic rates relief or another form of offset to aid 

affordability 

 
Knowledge, out with the industry, apprentice schemes and funding. Ability 

to create local jobs is attractive to larger projects 

 
Legal requirements and government funding 

 
further input to reduce costs and also ability to re train personell without so 

many obstacles in gaining accreditation etc 

 
Consistent policy and grant funding to owner occupiers with poor access to 

capital. An alternative or mechanism within PAS2035 to enable DIY publicly 

funded works. 

 
Clear government policy partnered with funding/grant assistance/incentives 

Public Awareness 

Training for all designers/contractors/RSL required. 

 
First, we need much better, expert advice for homeowners as well as 

quality assurance hand-holding through the project. Second, we need 

much easier access to funding for homeowners. e.g. Funding for which the 

installer/ adviser/ intermediary can apply, instead of the homeowner. Home 

Energy Scotland is extremely difficult to access. Its a middle class pursuit - 

you need to be able to take extensive amounts of time during work hours to 

repeatedly call them up. And you need the cash flow to be able to pay the 

installer while you wait for HES to pay out - this can mean using savings, 

borrowing from family or borrowing from bank/ credit card. 

 
Set targets for all buildings to have a retrofit plan in place. With EPC's 

being required when a property is sold a Retrofit Plan should also be 

prepared including for New Build's as they are built to current standards 

and will still need to be improved. 

 
Training for the skills needed and boosting the supply chain. 

 
Greater leadership on making decisions, legislation allowing a tax break on 

those who are retrofitting. 

 
Public funding should be moved from poor/under-performing schemes into 

more relevant grants and incentives to increase uptake and adoption of 

innovative technologies. 
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Q17: How do you see demand for your products/services evolving over the next 5 

years to meet opportunities created by retrofit? Please provide any information on 

capital investment required to expand your business. 
 

Definite growth. We have invested heavily in low risk futureproof low 
carbon and low energy windows and door systems. As a group we have 

the capital to expand capacity and production while also looking to further 

reduce the embodied carbon on operational energy of our products. 

 
As landlord the only ‘opportunity’ is to have accommodation with lower fuel 

costs. 

 
I think demand will increase, I am a sole trader so its hard to run a 

business on your own, and there doesn't seem to be any financial help. 

 
Massive levels of interest. Specialist knowledge required. Support to take 

on new graduates to train up. Better integrated support packages for 

business and projects 

 
increasing greater demand for embodied carbon in addition to performance 

data 

Demand will rise with more early engagement around project feasibility and 
cost planning in respect to capital vs operational costs of building assets. 

Unfortunately Tier 1 contractors can only model the costs and there is often 
not enough information available at early stages which can be relied upon. 

This may be passed to PQS's but in reality it needs to be a more joined up 

approach as both bring different skills to the table. 

 
LETI provide zero carbon Guidance as a non-aligned volunteer 

organisation. Our aim is to develop and disseminate innovative knowledge 

and methods for the UK to deliver on its zero carbon targets. 

 
Expanding my business is the last thing I would want to do. If I wanted to 

make more money then sure I'd hire another 10 staff, let standards slip and 

cream millions in a year but I believe in doing a quality job for the customer 

and I believe the bigger the company the worse the quality of work. 

 
it already is getting much busier 

 
Patchily at best, given the current policy environment 

 
High - we want to look at retrofit products in line with our prefabricated 

construction system but haven't the time to invest atm. 
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Q17: How do you see demand for your products/services evolving over the next 5 

years to meet opportunities created by retrofit? Please provide any information on 

capital investment required to expand your business. 
It is increasing, it is getting more natural materials based and it will not 

need major capital outlay for our practice 

 
Increasing rapidly. Capital bring spent 

 
Increasing significantly, held back by lack of skilled personnel. Capital 

investment not required. 

 
See demand increasing significantly driven by a number of factors - energy 

costs, climate change and government regulation. 

 
Increasing 

 
Massive growth is expected. We would need £1-2 mio. and funding for new 

retrofit products. 

 
Increase in demand provided we can continue taking on new trainees (at 

around £20K per year) and expand into carrying out Retrofits for other, less 

experienced organisations. 

 
Huge demand increases as deadlines become closer - capital investment 

in skills, facilities and products will also increase in line with demand. 

Huge demand. At present, I am supplying only my own retrofit consultancy 

services with limited scope to expand (the are only so many hours in the 

day). I may join forces with other suitably trained retrofit consultants in the 

future, also to develop systems to make retrofit analysis faster without 

compromising on quality. 

 
Lots of poor quality entrants to the market 

Rising 

We anticipate our local insulation manufacturing in Scotland to be at 

capacity quickly due to increasing demand - we would need to expand 

within 5 years. Cost c. £6M+ 

I see demand for our services increasing exponentially over next 5 years 

Clients will seek more robust design solutions and costings for retro- 

fits. We will need to upskill the workforce to understand the implications of 
retro-fit so that costings are accurate and realistic. 

 
We have already invested heavily to be ready to scale and produced the 

Retrofit pricing Schedule 
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Q17: How do you see demand for your products/services evolving over the next 5 

years to meet opportunities created by retrofit? Please provide any information on 

capital investment required to expand your business. 
 

We're currently delivering a lot of programme management and project 

management in the retrofit space which is showing no sign of slowing down 

as more funding opportunities become available. We are also heavily 

involved in supporting social landlords in the development of their asset 

management, sustainability and retrofit strategies to build a pathway 

towards achieving a greater level of performance across their portfolios. 

 
Definitely to increase. Most my clients who want a house retrofitted are 

young and educated, and prefer to have a warmer comfortable home over 

a leaky extension. 

 
As a Borough with a 2030 climate commitment, finding affordable, skilled 

installers who can manage whole house retrofits is imperative. We have 

funding and houses, but not enough supply chain to deliver at scale. 

 
Exponential growth in the next 5 years I have been doing all of this with no 

investors up until now and have grown with demand. 

I’m currently supporting several large scale public sector organisations in 

retrofitting big (sometimes listed) buildings to an achieve net zero. The 

energy modelling is revolving quickly and the advice we can offer clients is 

extensive - but I don’t think that this can be easily accessed by your regular 

single home owners who may struggle to know where to start in retrofitting 

their own home. Some easy step by step guidance - which is advertised 

widely - with pointers to what they need to consider / comply with - and 

what funding is available - would be very very helpful! 

 
Everyone will want a heat pump, a battery and the comfort of knowing they 

will work. However, not everyone knows they will need specific insulation, 

airtightness tape, MVHR, filter change schedules etc! A government 

backed document much like those from the Passive House Trust describing 

the components of a healthy home, and the steps required to get there 

would be helpful. This could link directly to the specialists who can enable 

the works. 

 
Increased demand, which by extension will necessitate more skilled labour 

(i.e. engineers). 

 
We see demand growing. We will need to continue to invest in staff training 

to meet demand and to deliver the best possible service. 
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Q17: How do you see demand for your products/services evolving over the next 5 

years to meet opportunities created by retrofit? Please provide any information on 

capital investment required to expand your business. 
 

Would like to think it will increase turnover by 50%. Limited capital 

investment with generic growth 

 
They will grow exponentially. Capital investment is required to support the 

development local retrofit strategy to deliver on scale. 

 
All depends on the EESSH2 standard. Major investment will be required 

and issues of skills and funding will be issues if fully implemented. 

 
We were acquired last year by a Tier 1 contractor for exactly this reason. 

The future is very exciting in this sector. 

 
Increasing significantly. Availability of skills and resources are key. In 

capital investment terms, design modelling tools. 

 
I see a large upscaling of everything in the retrofit space 

 
definitely an increase in refurbishing existing building stock rather than 

building new 

 
Growing. We will require investment for growth required. 

 
This will depend on financial reward rather than environmental impact. 

I feel demand will increase once owners see the full benefits and if the cost 

are commensurate with the benefits 

 
It is likely that demand will increase as people strive to reuse existing 

building stock. 

 
We are seeing an increasing demand in our space - non-domestic building 

retrofitting 

 
I believe demand will be high, district heating is being given a lot of focus, 

and is starting to be understood. Heat as a service could become more 

important to larger housing suppliers 

 
Depends on legal requirements and government funding 

 
Huge demand for renewable heating systems and need for upgrading 

insulation the demand for skilled personnel 

 
Would like to develop retrofit design and Co ordination services. Currently 

pipeline of work dies not warrant investment in training and accreditation. 

Would also like to offer digital services - Energy modelling, moisture risk. 

Market is still developing. Looking to invest in software and training 
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Q17: How do you see demand for your products/services evolving over the next 5 

years to meet opportunities created by retrofit? Please provide any information on 

capital investment required to expand your business. 

 
There will be a greater focus on retrofit and a need for increased skills and 

awareness in the industry. A clearer understanding of products and 

processes and of the challenges encountered during different forms of 

retrofit and how to manage them and the costs involved 

 
Demand will increase for insulation and ventilation products. 

increased demand as SHDF gets underway 

Increasing. We need revenue funding to develop our team, our services 

and our business model. Don't need capital funding. Scottish Enterprise 

has a huge focus on manufacturing but that is not a major constraint to 

progress now. 

 
Hopefully it will grow to include more properties. 

 
Already seeing a rapid increase in demand for our services. 

 
Funding to expand and have a bigger reach to market to the correct 

audience 
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Q17: How do you see demand for your products/services evolving over the next 5 

years to meet opportunities created by retrofit? Please provide any information on 

capital investment required to expand your business. 

 
Flexel response: 

 
Flexel manufacture innovating heating solutions that work with both sustainable renewable energy and energy that is still currently generated using 

fossil fuels. However at source our product produce zero emotions and are zero carbon heating solutions for all types of premises. In order to 

evaluate the carbon saving against current products that they will replace we would need to know all the details of what is being produced currently in 

each product, so the simple answer is the realistic one – that using our products will save 100% of the current carbon production using these inefficient 

and ineffective high cost heating options. 

 
So if we look more at our security to supply larger volumes going forward as I have already mentioned Flexel are the UK arm of Fenix – one, if not now 

the largest manufacturers of radiant far infrared heaters in Europe. Our two main product as stated are EcoFilm (manufactured in Glenrothes) and 

EcoSun heaters (manufactured in Czech). We have to date fortunately not had any issues with supply from both factories and indeed Far Infrared 

sales to Demark last year increased to 45,000 panel sales without any dent or supply issues. We are potentially the best places company outside of 

the Far East to supply all of the UK retrofit market from our two existing factories without any major new investment requirements. In Glenrothes we 

have already purchased a large factory with one quarter 25,000 square foot of space currently on short-term rent but ready for expansion going 

forward. Flexel are a Scottish company that has been sitting patiently waiting on the UK government to catch up with us and now we are the best 

placed and best priced solutions ready to roll out to assist with going zero-net for retrofits throughout the UK. We would of course increase our 

warehouse capacity locally if required when the volumes dictate to ensure we have sufficient stock to keep up with demands. We have a surplus of 

land around our premised with flexibility to build more storage We currently hold around £2m in stock in our existing warehouse as an example of our 

current trading levels. 
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Appendix B - Interview analysis 

Interview Summary – Further Analysis 

Products 

The interviewees offered different perspectives on which products will need to scale up to 
meet demand. Overall, the interviewees were less concerned about the availability of 
products and more about the lack of knowledge and expertise of how to use them. Insulation 
and ventilation products were identified as the main product opportunities by those who 
didn’t cite skills as the main barrier. 

Some interviewees highlighted the lack of internal wall insulation products. Others noted 
that products for ‘non-traditional’ and harder-to-treat homes are lagging behind. There are 
fewer products on the market for those building types, and the high cost of the products are 
limiting the demand. 

In general, though, interviewees felt product availability was not the main issue. Rather, the 
challenge is to scale up the delivery of products and develop the expertise to deploy them in 
more challenging buildings. 

One interviewee offered a different perspective and problematised the reliance on product 
imports, resulting in higher costs. A suggested solution would be enabling more local 
production, especially of high-quality doors and triple glazed windows, natural insulation, and 
air tightness products and ventilation systems. 

Services 

Overall, there was a strong recognition that more in-depth support is needed through the 
retrofit process, and that the current services does not exist at an adequate scale. 
One interviewee said that more care and attention is needed in the design phase, with a 
need for wider understanding of the importance of retrofit design across the sector. They 
noted that this will avoid retrofit failures where, for example, ventilation has not been 
adequately considered. This was echoed by an interviewee who felt that the end goal of 
affordable warmth was sometimes lost when retrofitting became a box-ticking exercise 
without an adequate understanding of how different measures work together. 
Two interviewees called for more oversight of the whole retrofit process, either in the form of 
a third-party to sign-off at all stages, or through the involvement of a building specialist or 
retrofit coordinator in the project. This can help ensure that the right retrofit standards are 
being met. 

Interviewees felt that more support will also be needed in the post-installation phases. 
Retrofit technologies require behaviour changes on the side of the householders, and there 
is a risk that they will be unable to maximise the usefulness of the new technology. 

Interviewees also noted that many householders are not eligible for grants, and that further 
support needs to be developed for these people, especially in terms of guidance of how to 
undertake the retrofit journey. 

All interviewees in the interview process highlighted public awareness as a major barrier to 
retrofit at scale. 

Quality and trust 

Interviewees highlighted the importance of ‘getting it right’ to build up trust in the retrofit 
technologies and market. It was felt that many householders had lost faith due to past 
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mistakes in the sector, such as retrofits made under the ECO schemes which had not been 
of high enough quality. It was felt that any missteps now could make irreparable damage to 
the retrofit sector. One interviewee shared, 

“Quality must be central to any mass retrofit programme otherwise the mistakes made in the 
last decade are likely to be repeated and any remaining trust lost.’ 

Skills, training, supply chain 

Interviewees spoke of the need for both expanding the workforce as well as upskilling the 

existing supply chain. All interviewees agreed that there are not enough people currently 
available and qualified to deliver retrofit at the scale required to meet the targets. 

They also mentioned the issue of retraining the existing workforce and how this could be 
achieved. As argued by one interviewee, there needs to be the right incentive and benefits to 
get people to retrain. This is partially about profit margins, but it is also about having 
certainty and security that the market is there. 

“We have established businesses in the heat provision and energy markets that have very 
little interest in moving towards net zero technologies and training and skills. “ 
One interviewee identified a barrier in the lack of clarity around what future investments will 
look like and called for the Scottish Government to be clear about what standards would 
need to be met. 

“We need a position where manufacturers have confidence that buyers will buy their 
products on scale. And from buyers’ side, that the market is fit for purpose, good value for 
money, and there is confidence in the scale it can be delivered to. It’s two sides of the same 
coin.’ 

A recurring comment was that the nature of retrofit work is different from existing trades in 
that it is not clearly delineated and covers multiple skillsets. A consequence of this, 
according to multiple interviewees, is that retrofit skills will need incorporated into existing 
trades, but it can also make it harder to educate through apprenticeships. 
One interviewee suggested that the retrofit sector would either need to align itself with 
existing accreditation schemes, such as the Construction Skills Certification Scheme, or 
create its own. 

Interviewees also recognised the importance of colleges. One challenge is the urgent 
timeline of retrofit market developments compared to the slower developments in changing 
or upgrading curriculums. 

 

Demand 

When asked how they thought retrofit demand will develop in the next five years, the 
interviewees expressed a clear difference between the social housing sector and the private 
sector. Most interviewees simply stated that the social housing sector would need to scale 
up. Though this was described as a challenge, the specific requirements set out by the 
Scottish Government in EESSH2 were perceived to push this development. One interviewee 
expressed concern about EESSH2 being ‘on hold’ and the risk of target deadlines being 
pushed back, as this is seen as directly impacting the pace of energy efficiency delivery. 

 
Interviewees were less optimistic regarding the owner-occupied and privately rented market. 
The main reasoning for this was the lack of commitments and requirements in Scottish 
Government policy. Current standards were seen as too vague, not strict enough, and too 
easily achieved with single measures that do not address the overall energy efficiency of the 
building. 
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Drawing comparison to developments in the renewables sector, an interviewee highlighted 
how investing in support like the Feed-In-Tariff led to a growth in the market, arguing that 
similar actions would be necessary to develop the retrofit market. 

Cost 

The interviewees imagined different trajectories in the cost development. One pointed out 
that the prices have increased in the past few years but expected these to even out before 
eventually falling. Another interviewee hoped that net zero technologies would reach a 
‘tipping point of profitability’ once they moved away from being niche, non-standard options. 
No interviewees confidently expected a fall in costs in the next five years, as this would 
require significant changes in the market. 

Interviewees could not estimate an ‘average cost’ of future retrofits as this depends on the 
heat demand reduction required by the chosen retrofit standard. One interviewee described 
how the cost differences between, for example, a 50%, a 70%, and a 90% heat demand 
reduction isn’t linear, and certain threshold measures are more costly than others. They 
noted that it will be necessary to confidently predict energy demand reductions to fund the 
necessary investments, and these figures are important to building a business case. This 
was echoed by another interviewee who made the point that ‘it’s quite a big ask of 
innovators to invest in the scale that is required’ without having articulated the costs per 
home, including lifecycle and other associated costs. To accurately answer these questions, 
would require more clarity on what standards need to be achieved and how they are 
measured. 
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Appendix C - Cost case studies 
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3 Cities 
 

The 3Cities collaboration model between Wolverhampton, Birmingham and Coventry seeks 
created a retrofit plan at scale, they have used a partnership approach to overcome barriers, 
build capacity, and develop a range of funding. They have created a unique cost versus 
energy efficiency measure and carbon reduction model. 
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Appendix D – Supply Chain (confidential) 
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Appendix E – Existing Homes Alliance Case Study 

 
Solutions 

Public Awareness - Existing Homes Alliance Case Study 
 

 

 

 
Making Retrofit Work, Customer Journey, Nov 2022 
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Appendix F – Skills Research 

“Using data from the Climate Change Committee (CCC)’s balanced scenario, our modelling 
suggests that an additional 22,500 FTE workers will be needed in Scotland by 2028, to be 
involved in delivering improvements to existing buildings that will reduce energy demand. 
That represents an increase of around 9% of the current size of the workforce, based on 
current technologies and ways of working. 
Scotland, March 21, CITB Building Skills for Net Zero in Scotland. 

 

“An additional 50,000 retrofit co-ordinators are required by 2030 (domestic) and an additional 
86,500 project managers with an understanding of the retrofit process (non-domestic) by 
2028. Existing installers will need to be upskilled under PAS 2035 guidance to be accredited. 
An increase in digital skills is also required for example installing digitalised electrical 
engineering controls for smart components. Regional demand for jobs will be localised in the 
area where manufacturers core operations are but also dependant on the supply chain’s 
ability to install the technology.” UK, November 2021, CITB, 

 
“In the UK retrofit market, 12,000 upskilled workers will be needed every year over the first 
four years, increasing to 30,000 per year up to ten years, culminating in an increase in the 
trained workforce of 230,000 by 2030. By 2050, the heat network sector could create 
between 20,000 and 35,000 new direct jobs. Growing UK manufacturing and the supply of 
heat pumps to 300,000 units a year by 2025 could create over 10,000 jobs in 
manufacturing.” 
Green Alliance Policy Insight, Jan 2022 

 
“Embedding of the Energy Efficiency Skills Matrix that sets out requirements for installers, 
designers and retrofit coordinators that links with MCS, PAS 2030 and PAS 2035 standards. 
The college network is currently developing additional provision to meet anticipated demand 
for upskilling. There will be a requirement for the development of specialist knowledge and 
skills round retrofit, zero emissions heating systems and heat networks for professional, 
technical and craft roles, as well as data and smart systems skills for delivering energy 
management in buildings services. Upskilling of existing roles and adaption of training will be 
needed across new build and retrofit to embed best practice and ensure performance gaps 
are addressed.” 
Skills Development Scotland: Climate Emergency Skills Action Plan 2020-2025 
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